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The sale of "V" Liberty Loan
Bonds in Roy as reported by the
Roy Trust and Savings Bank
was $9.450.00.
We understand the entire
quota for Mora County was $10.
000.00 so we almost covered it
here at Roy. No doubt the rest
of the county bought a few
bonds so we are over the top by

That's the
way we do things in the "wheat

a large majority.
belt."

Miss Bernice Merrill teacher of
the High School at Carrizoz is
visiting her sister Mrs. C. L.

Wensell in Roy i

v

Jas. W. Johnson has been laid
up this week with an injured
hand which has threatened infection and has been about sick
with it. ' Mrs. Johnson drives the
car for him.
Jim Christman has a new Ford
Runabout with truck-bod- y
attach
ment. He is too busy a man to
fool around with an old car that
has to be tinkered when he
needs to be at his well drill or
farm 30 miles apart.
Yes, we got one of those
medals made from captured ger
man canon for activities in the
We
recent War Loan Drive.
had rather have a hundred-dol-a- r
bond than the medal but we
could earn the medal .and could-n- t
the bond this time.

"Happy Jack", in a contentious article about a defender of
booze in the Springer Stockman,
ventures the opinion that if her
opponent had a jug of whisky he
would, like a baby with a pet
kitten "Love it to death."
The fact that a Doctor. Under
taker and newspaper all occupy
rooms in the same block in Springer, makes the
Stockman
think people should be impressed with the uncertainty of life.'
You can get demised at one
door buried at the next and an
obituary notice at the next.
Emmet Blubaugh formerly of
the Brand community
writes
from Tyronne Oklahoma for the
to be sent him for a year.

S--

S-- A

John, Gibbons, of Mills, return
He
the war Saturday.
was one of the first to reach the
firing line, was with a machine-iru- n
sauad at St Mihiel and the
Argonne Forest, was a member
!of the "Lost Battallion" and his
squad of 8 men all came out with
out a scratch. He fought beside
the Kansas and Missouri boys
and tney were peeved at the lies
about their getting the worst of
it.
ed from

Mrs. Douglass Wright and Mrs.
He has not forgotten old
Prof, Hopkins, of Springer,
friends here.
drove to Roy Monday in an auto
to advertize the show the
Springer people will put on here
They are
Saturday. Night.
enthusiastic for the Community
House and belive they are offer
No memorial day in the. know- ing a very clever entertaiument
ledge of the younger generation and giving value received for the
is so full of meaning as the one money they are earning for it.
this year on the 30th of May already plans are being made to
observe the day in a manner fit- . A School entertainment and
Supper
Pie
billed
Mofax
was
for
ting for Roy. The Orchestra has
Wednesday evening to
been practicing and the Boy Church
money
to pay on the church
Scouts have been drilling and ar- raise
They
debt.
always have a good
rangements are being made for
community
and this
obtaimng flowers, Let every time in that
exception.
no
was
store close, let the flage be hoist
ed in accordance with the custom
of the day and let us observe the
The Democartic State Central
day in a patriotic manner.
Committee, and .all Democrats
are called to meet at Albuquerque,
N.M. on Wednesday June
A citizens meeting has been
to
consider political condi4th
called for Monday Evening at
tions
and
meet the Chm, of the
Judge Foster's office to arrange
National Committee and other
for Memorial Day.
It would be a good thing for prominent democrats. All democall the returned soldiers to meet rats are urged to be present and
at that time and make arrange- Committeemen are required to
ments to effect some kind of á attend. Unless you want to retemporary organization for the turn to conditions of 10 years ago
rule,
you
day. By request of Mayor. F. S, under republican
should
be
in
interested
this.
Brown.

4

Springer Show
There will be a real show at
the
Theatre in Roy
Saturday night May 24th. The
Springer People are comings to
show us what they have done
and can do-Here'3 a letNu-Sh- o

But

ter from the Manager, that tells
it better than we can Read

it- --

Springer N. M.
May 17th

Dear Ogden:
We are bringing our show
down to your village on the 24 th
inst. I am writing to assure you
that you need have no hesitancy
aoout recommending this show
to your people, We played to
the largest house on April 51st
ever congregated in the Pastime
Theatre at Springer. . Conducting the show in the interest xi a
"Public Community house" to
who
commemorate the boys
went to France and lost their
lives."
The Womans Progress
Club is employing us to go to
your village, as they are Sponsors for the "Community House"
I will come down with the
Troop and will see you. We will
have a good "chorus of nine
girls', , .Songs" "Solos" "Skirt
dances" "Black face commed- ians" "Monologues" "Quartettts
"Cake Walks" and a "Howling
negro farce" also a boy direct
from France who will put up a
good punching bag exhibition.
All the girls are from our very
best familiies and We are above
reproach.
Geo. D. Pafrish

.

Mrs. J. Floersheim mother of
the editor came up from Roy
Tuesday to spend a few days in
the City visiting and attending to
business matters, bhe was ac
companied to the City by S. A.
Floersheim of the Times who
has been home recovering from
a broken hand which he received
ten days ago.
Springer Times
R. E. Alldredge

and wife of
Roy were in the city Tuesday.

Springer Times,
V. V, Caris mecanician

at the

Roy Garage orders the
and
will make it a part of their
housekeeping equipment.
He
and his interesting family, wife
and two daughters, are living in
the Kitchell Apartments and are
cordially welcomed to social as
well as he to the mechanical activities of Roy.
S--

H. Kennard formerly of Solano writes from Midian Kans.
for the
from which to keep
in touch with this mesa. There
are going to be a lot of things to
record this year that everyone
who is interested here will want
to know.
S--

ing of Frank Lusk.

Just because we wanted to
know, we asked a Roy girljwhy
the style of tying a potato in the
hair and letting it hang down
over their pretty pink ears was
so popular. She told us in the
strictest confidence that it was
"Because then they didnt have
to wash their ears."

companies hold leases on most of
the land around there and it is
said speculators are leasing lane
in that vicinity at $10 per acre
or more than the price of the land

at present.

.......

Protest Made
At a called meeting of the Roy
Board of Education held Tuesday
evening to make out the Budget
for the coming school year, a rather interesting session was held
A delegation of twentyfive or
more business men and citizens
of the town and district atteuded
the meeting' and through" their
spokesman Attorney Lusk asked
the board to reconsider the action at which Prof. R. L. Kreig-bauwas elected Principal for
the coming year. This action
was taken by members of last
year's board prior to the School
election and under conditions to
indicate intent to "slip one over'
on the present board and much
dissatisfaction has resulted as
Mr.' Xreigbaum, s administration
has not been popular.
After a'fair presentation of the
cause of the patrons, considerable oratorical fireworks during
the delegation was desigrated
"Clodhoppers'' and their intelligence and integrity questioned
by one of the board members.
A motion to reconsider the action of the board got a tie vote
and ths president cast the deciding vote to reconsider. A strenuous attempt to exclude the patrons was voted down and anoth
er motion that Mr. Kreigbaum be
notified of the action and request
ed to be present at a meeting to
bo held Thursday evening May
29th, to which meeting the citizens of Roy are also invited,
to futher discuss the matter of
his reelection as Principal.
It is to be hoped this matter
will be adjusted amicably and the
board may be able to secure a
Principal who will be acceptable
to the patrons of the School. As
matters stand now, the schools
of Roy which,' for years have
been the pride of the town and
from which many graduates are
already inking their influence
felt in the world, are on the decline and will continue so until
they are administered in a modern manner by a man who can
bring inspiration as well as modern methods to it.
The next meeting will be inter
esting and many believe it would
be better to lose the sum of
money threatened if they make
a change rather than lose another school year for the children
of the Roy High School.
All the o.ther teachers have
by the
new
been
Board for the coming year for
the Primary and Intermediate
has
grades and their- given general satisfaction to the

rs

R. A. Hale was sentenced to
25 years in the pen for the kill-

before the summer wanes, Local

American doughboys
being entertained In exclusive English home
through the agency of the Army Y. M. C. A. More than 1,500 of Uncle
Sam's soldiers nnd salloré were thus entertained during the Christmas
"
holidays. '
,

tax-paye-

and expects to be a millionaire

4

V
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Memorial Day

The last half of the taxes for
June first and
become delinquent thereafter.
All
are urged to remember this and remit their
taxes now thus avoiding delin'.
quency.
F. S. Brown
Treasurer and Collector.
1918 will be due

derrick outfit has been unloaded at Mosquero and will be
taken to Pasamonte with teams
as soon as the road is made pass
able where it will be set up and
drill into the oil which six different geologists have declared
exists there in immense volumes
"Casey" White is treasurer of
the Pasamonte Oil and Gas Co,
A

--

Fred Tinker- - of Mosquero returned Tuesday from Raton,
where he had been as a witness

at Court.

The Farmers Meeting called
for Saturday to plan for Mutual
Hail Insurance was weli attended and considerable interest was
shown. To plan, as outlined in
the paper last week was taken
as a basis and the. general
scheme adopted. A committee
was appointed to work out the
details of the organization and
another meeting will be held
Saturday afternoon May 24 at
which the organization will be
perfected and set to work.
James W. Johnson was elected
President, G. R. Abernathy Vice
President, and P, C. Haines, Secy
Treasurer. The name selected
Hail
was "Farmers- - Mutual
Pledge", They will remain entirely within the law governing
fire and life insurance by such
companies
There will be, not
over 200 members, they will not
insure anyone but members and
will have no salaried officers.
They will insure at $10 $15 $20
or $25 per acre at a pledge of 10
per cent on this amount as the
maximum assessment. No one
will be solicited to become members and the insurance will be
just among those who want to
join. No losses will mean no
expense and the limit will be the
amount you would have to pay a
stock company whether there
was a loss or not.
In case losses should exceed
the maximum amount of assessment they will be prorated and
no assessment will be payable
until October 1.' If you are interested you had better get in
next Saturday and become a
member. If the demand for
exceeds 200 members
other companies can be formed
to accommodate the business.
The
believes it is a good
thing and we are putting in with
it.

Fred S.Brown General Manager of the Northeastern New
Mrs. A. L. Collins and her
Mexico Oil Co. of Roy drove in
from Las Vegas last week with a daughter Miss Gerturde Collins
new Dodge Touring Car, bearing arrived Saturday from Rockford
the name of our Oil Co, in big 111. and are guest3 at the home of
gold letters on the hood. All the her daughter Mrs. Irvin Ogden.
details of perfecting their Corpo- Mrs. Collins has been ill and 3
ration are now completed and recovering slowly. ' Her friends
stock has advanced 400 per cent hope her return to the climate of
since they stopped the sale of N. M. will restore her., She gladstock recently. Operations will ly leaves the luxuries of a city
soon be under way and this com- home for the wild free west and
pany with the largest single will make her home here in the
holdings of leases in the state future.
will be "spudding in" very soon,

m

"

1

patrqns,
Miss Myrtle Kerns came home
from Raton Tuesday and is visit-

ing at her parental Jak2 Kerns
home.

ENOUGH BALLS TO RUN

Auction Sale

LEAGUES 347 YEARS

Of all my Household

Furnished
Alto 52 Miles of Bat
American Troops by Y. M. C. A.

Goods, At my home in
Roy, Monday, MAY 26,
At 1 o'lock P.M.
High-Grade
New
Furniture.
See hand-bill-

On tlie basis of there being playod
for the season and allowltg
five new balls for each game, enouffh
baseballs have been furnished theAmer- Icart troops by . the Army Y. Si. C. A.
to run the National league nnd the
American association for 347 years.
Allowing two new balls for each game,
there were enough baseballs to play a
games for 7,149
series of 25 sand-lo- t
clubs.
150 games

s.

C.L. Wensell.
Srudk by Lightning

There were

355,9."i5

baseballs bought

nnd shipped by the "X" from July,
1917, to November .30, 1918, for the use
of our army. Side by side they would
miles, and would make a
reach 18
solid fence of baseballs six feet high
s
of a mile.
for
Over 100,000 bats were also fur
Placed end to end, they
nished.
would reach 52 miles. Knd to end In
the nlr, they would rise to ten times
Ibe height of the highest mountain In
the world, or be equal In, height to 5(J8
Washington monuments one on top
If these were made In
of the other.
this fashion into one long bat, a man
with the build and elbow grease of a
giant could stand I your town, swing
the bat and hit everything In a radius
of 52 miles.
Among other things furnished our
boys by the Y. M. C. A. for the carrying out of the national port were 2,2'JO
baseman's mitts, 4,120 catcher's mitts,
4.ÍHJ5 fielder's gloves, 4,908 masks, 200
bases, SO home plates, and ,743 Indicators.

Jim Galey was struck by lightning last Sunday while at work
repairing a windmill at one of
the T. E. Mitchell ranches. He
was entering a building when
the bolt struck a steel pump-ronear him, He was rendered unconscious and helpless for some

three-fourth-

d

time. Louis Gonzales who was

with him was stunned but not in
jured and brought Jim to the
Self Sanitorium in Roy where he
is recovering slowly.
T. E.
Mitchell went after Mrs. Galey
to town Monday
and brought-heHis friends are rejoicing that his
Injuries were not fatal.
r

Mrs. Emma Seidel received an
See the bill of the Claude
express
package this week from
Hand Sale in this issue. Better
in germany conhusband
her
attend this sale, it is ail good
three-inc- h
taining
a
shell, soma
stuff.
smaller shells a number of.
n
coins, paper money, and
numerous other souvenirs from
MICKIE SAYS
the battle front. He writes
DAUBlN' SKrNS ON FENCM,
that he is in germany now that
AN BARNS AN' SlOEVHALKS
he is able to converse with the
WAS HAVE BEEN CONSIOEA&O
german people and the towns
ADVERTISING FOR THEN WUZ
AN NEWSPAPER , BoT THeVí
and peple are much different
no excuse r sock stunts
from the
towns
ANV MORE , NITK THtS HERE
and peasants of France.
He
ORE AT FANviUS OOURNAV.
dcesnt venture a guess at when
CONUN' OUT REOLAB-- l
he can come home. Mrs. Seidel
"
V
takes great pride at showing
1ft
MCKIS!
j ,
these things to her friends.
ger-ma-

f

war-devastat-

I

J
VJU TOVIN&
TO WORK ME I
FOa A Q A ISB ? j

i

-- v

(Pa

Ji

'

New Restaurant
Mrs. Laughlin, who has been
dressmaking in the Appel build
ing ha3 leased the Restaurant of
Mrs. T. A. Smith and is overhaul
ing, and fixing it up for a first-claRestaurant. Mrs. Seidel is
engaged as cook and it is ;!annd
to make this a
eating
Mrs. Laughlin has the
house.
good will and wishes of all for
the s'.Jcc?s5of the enterprise.
ss

first-clas- s

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Pithy News Items
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By RUPERT HUGHES

DAPHNE RESOLVES THAT SHE WILL NO LONGER BE

DE-

PENDENT UPON ANY MAN.
Synopsis. Clny Wlmburn, a young New Yorker on a visit to Cleveland, meets pretty Daphne Kip, whose brother Is In the same office with
Clay In Wall street. After a whirlwind courtship they become engaged.
Clay buys an engagement ring on credit and returns to New York.
Daphne agrees to an early marriage, and after extracting from her
d
father what ehe regards as a sufficient sum of money
for the purpose she goes to New York with her mother to buy her trousseau. Daphne's brother, Bayard, has just married and left for Europe
with his bride, Leila. Daphne and her mother Install themselves in
Bayard's flat. Wlmburn Introduces Daphne and her mother to luxurious
New York Ufe. Daphne meets Tom Duane,
who seems
greatly attracted to her. Daphne accidentally discovers that Clay Is
penniless, except for his salary. Bayard and his wife return to New
York unexpectedly. The three women set out on a shopping excursion
and the two younger women buy expensive gowns, having them charged
to Bayard.
money-worrie-

,

CHAPTER

V

I

Continued.

Leila said nothing, but thought hard.
Bayard was silent. Later the door-be- ll
rang and a young sewing girl brought
two big boxes from Dutllh's. They
were so big that there was no concealing them. Leila made a timid effort to
escape with hers, but Bayard was full
of a cheerful curiosity:
"What's all that, honey?"
'
"Oh, It's Just a a little thing I
picked up today at Dutllh's."
"What Is It, a scarf or something?
Give a fellow a look at it"
He began to untie the knot Sealed
across the cord was an envelope, with
a statement. Bnyar"d tore It free.
Leila snatched at it Bayard laughed
and dodged her. Leila pursued. It
was a ghastly game of tag for her, and
Daphne and her mother looked on in
guilty dread. Bayard, whooping with
laughter, dashed into his room and
closed the door, held It fast while Leila
pounded and pleaded with him.
His laughter was quenched sharply.
There was a silence. He opened the
door and walked out, a sickly pallor at
his lips, the statement in his hand:
'This can't be right, honey : 'Bayard
Kip to Dutllh, debtor. Peach-blosatin gown two hundred and seventy-fiv- e
dollars.' The price Is ridiculous,
and I have no account there." "He he insisted on my opening
one."

"But I don't want to open any accounts. I pay my bills in thirty days
ar discount them for cash. I can't pay
this in thirty days. Every penny I
can see ahead of me is laid out."
"I I'm sorry," Lelja faltered. "You
said the times were getting better."
"I thought they were. I hoped they
were. But they've gone bad again. Besides, I was trying to cheer you up,
to give you a happy honeymoon. And
I bought you everything you saw
When
abroad. And it wasn't enough
will you' get enough clothes I"
Leila had stared Incredulous at the
calamitous result of her tender Impulse to beautify herself In his eyes.
Then tears came gushing and she ran
to tir room and locked the door.
Bayard did not follow her. He
turned for comfort to his mother and
Daphne. He noted the other box.
Daphne had not dared to open it
Bayard ripped the envelope from its
cord and read:
"Bayard- Kip to Dutllh, Dr. Parchment-toned
gown, for Miss Daphne
dolKip, two hundred and seventy-fiv- e
lars."
He wag parchment-tone- d
himself as
he shook the statement at Daphne,
and whispered, huskily, "What's this?"
Daphne could not muster any courage. She explained with craven remorse, "I saw a gown that I I needed
there, and I I
He offered to let it
on your account till I could get the
1

-

tuoney."

'

Bayard was choked with wrath and
terror greater than hers.
"I go to my office and work like a
fiend all day, and I come home to find
that my wife and my sister have run
me Into aebt for five hundred and
fifty dollars. And the firm, the big
firm I work for, bad to extend a note
for seven hundred and fifty because
are couldn't meet it t"
His mother tried to stem the tide of
Kayard's rage, to turn his wrath with
soft answer:
"I guess it's all my fault, honey. The
dresses looked so pretty on the girls I
rirHl them to take them. You ought
V see how beautiful they are. Go put
the dress on,- Daphne, and let your
brother see how sweet you look in it."
"Sweet I She looks sweet In It ! It's
beautiful I And that justifies anything.
Lord, what did you make 'era out of,
these women!"
Mrs. Kip nudged Daphne and whispered, "Go on, put the dress on; let
him see you in it."
She spoke with great cannlness, but
Daphne stared at her with derision,
and edged away and spoke in a tone
biting as cold blue vitriol.
"Put It on, mother! Do you think
Td ever wear the thing? I'll send It
back tomorrow morning at daybreak.
And I'll never take a thing that any
man pays for as long as I live."
Bayard roared at her over his shoul-ler- s
"You wott't take anything tout

j

i

any man pays for, eh? What are you
going to live on air?
She answered him, grimly, "There
are several million women In this
country earning their own living, and
I'm going to be one of them."
His comment was a barking, "Hah !"
She lugged the box away to her room.
Bayard flung himself into a chair and
listened to the cauldron of his own
hateful thoughts.
Gradually they
ceased to bubble and stew. He could
hear now the muffled beat of Leila's
sorrow.
He resisted it for a while,
sneered at It raged at it, and then at
the cruelty of the world.
Leila's sobs had stopped now and
Bayard listened for them anxiously.
Perhaps she had died of grief. A lasso
seemed to have caught him about the
shoulders ; it was dragging him to the
door.
He went there at last, and listened.
He heard a low whimpering, unendur-abl- y
appealing. He tapped on the door
and called through
"Leila, honey love, forgive me. Tve
seen the little gown. It's beautiful.
You shall have it and a dozen like
Please forgive me and love me again.
And I'll buy you anything you want
Please. Please don't keep me standing outside your door. Honey I Leila
love!"
The
door opening, he slipped
through to take refuge with his Leila.
A moment later the doorbell rang.
Daphne checked the maid whose ears
had been fascinatingly entertained,
and told her that If the caller were
Mr. Wimburn he was to wait outside
in the hall. It was Wlmburn and
Daphne went out to him. He greeted
her with the zest of a young lover.
Daphne gave him a cold cheek to kiss,
and then, pulling her engagement ring
from her finger, placed it in his hand.
"What what's this, Daphne?" he

it

it

stuttered.
"It's your ring.
The engagement

land, and I am going to get married
but later, much later.'
"I hate conundrums," said Mrs. Kip.
"Better tell me the answer, for I won't
guess. What are you going to do?"
"I'm going to lend a band," said
Daphne. "Do my share. Get a Job
and earn my board and keep."
"Heaven help us I You've gone
crazy I" Mrs. Kip exclaimed. "You get
to bed and you'll feel better In the
morning. I'll finish my letter."
She added, unbeknownst to Daphne,
a postscript as long as the letter, contradicting all she had Just written and
urging her husband to come East at
once and tjrte harge of his unruly
daughter. She dropped it in the mail
chute, and It fell Into a bottomless pit,
along with her other hopes.
Daphne and her motherjere. uneasy
at the prospect of the breakfast encounter with the bridal couple. There
had been a sense of strain the first
morning. But now a bitter quarrel had
laíervened that first ugly quarrel
when the weagé óf finance Is driven
between united hearts
Bayard and Leila, however, arrived
at the tablé all smiles, more amorous
than ever. Leila wore a triumphant
smile, such as Delilah must have worn
the second time she went out walking
with her big beau..
It was plain to the anxious eyes of
Mrs. Kip and Daphne that Leila had
emerged from the quarrel with all the
loot and aggravated power.
She had taken advantage of her husband's trust and abused his generosity
recklessly, with no more evil motive,
Indeed, than the wish to beautify herself In his honor, and yet with recklessness.
It was not altogether Leila's fault
If the lesson she learned, perhaps unconsciously, from the combat was
something like this:
"I ran my husband into debt without consulting him. His listless love
woke from Its torpor and enchanted
s
me with a
demonstration of
its energy. He stormed. I wept thrlll-InglHe apologized, begged to be
permitted to bring me some more nice
first-clas-

'

1

I'm giving It back.
Is off

Indefinitely."

"For heuvens sake, why? What
t
have I done?"
"Nothing. Neither have L But I'm
going to do something."
"What are you going to do, Daphne?"
"I don't know but something."
"Don't you love me any more?"
"Just as much as ever more than
ever. And I'll prove It, too."
"Prove It by putting the ring back

LA

1

1

W ú

f

on."

"Never! Send it back and save your
money. That's what I'm going to do
with what I've bought Kiss me good
night and go, please."
She left him outside and closed the
door as lovingly as she could.
While Clay waited for the elevator
to come up and take him down he
stared at the ring with sheep's eyes,
tossed it, and caught it awkwardly,

Mf

k2JU
MiÍ
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She Went to Her Room and Found Her
Mother There, Dismally Engaged in
Writing a Letter to Her Father.

things. Ergo, when home life grows
dull, I can always stir tap the fire by
buying something we eant afford.
When I want anything I must get it.
I shall be scolded, then kissed and
and laughed and almost spoke his treated with awe.
If I hado't bought
thought aloud:
it I wouldn't have had it, nor the
"Funny thing. I haven't paid for It bonus that goes with It. If we had not
yet. Got an Insulting letter from the quarreled we
should have missed the
jeweler, too, this very afternoon."
rapture of 'making
But Daphne was thumbing the tele
This is one of the first lessons that
phone book to see if she could find certain sorts of husbands teach to cer
Tom Dunne's number.
tain sorts of wives.
When the man of the bouse had deCHAPTER VIII.
parted for his office, and the waiter
had carried off the breakfast relics,
She failed to run Duane to earth In the three women were left alone In a
the telephone book. She was at a loss completely feminine conclave. They
for another source of directions. She faced life like three Noras: the old
was new to New York and did nqt mother, the new wife, and the deferred
know how to set out on such a pur- wife, each from her coign of disadvan-

up"

suit.

She went to her room, and found
her mother there, dismally engaged In
writing a letter to her father, breaking
to him the dreadful news that the
trousseau was to cost far more for far
less. She was asking for extra money
at once. Daphne smiled bitterly and
said : "Rub it out and do It over again,
mamma.
There ain't go in' to be no
trousseuu. No wedding bells for me."
Mrs. Kip rolled large eyes In Daph
ne's direction and looked deaf. Daphne
held out her denuded engagement finger in proof that she and Clay were
detrothed.
"Good gracious!" was Mrs. Kip's
profane comment "Why on earth did

you"

"Because I'm too expensive for him."
"What are you going to do go back
to Cleveland and tell everybody that
you're not going to get married, after
all this trouble?"
"No, I'm not going back to Cleve
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New Mexico
NwpPr Union Nw Service.
The Supreme Court of New Mexico
sustained the Judgment of the lower
court awarding $10,000 damages to
Henry Dreyfuss, agulust the Santa Fe
New Mexican, for an alleged libelous
article.
At a depth of 1,143 feet, a slight
showing of salt water was found in
the Mesa Verde well near Flora Vista,
and in two feet more a flow of oil was
encountered that is the strongest
j
struck yet
New Mexico state headquarters during the National Educational Association meeting at Milwaukee during July
will be in the Hotel Wisconsin, in
which other western states will also
make thélr home.
Governor 0. A. Larrazolo has commuted the sentence of Emilio
from 99 years to 81 years.
has "been in the state penitentiary since December, 1905, having
been sentenced in Bernalillo county.
The State Corporation Commission
at Santa Fé approved the papers of
the Yato Mining Company, whose offices are to be in the Capital City Bahk
building at Santa Fé, and whose statutory agent is to be Cart Gilbert
The establishment of a sanitarium la
the Southwest for the care of members
of the order stricken with tuberculosis
or other diseases is to be urged upon
the supreme council of the Knights of
Columbus at its 1919 meeting by the
delegates from New Mexico.
Members added to the rolls of the
New Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers' association, at the meeting of Its
WMtern
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Brother

out. "As If the home weren't just as
She refused to go to the tea party,
much labor as the office."
now that the gown was lost aQd Bhe

Leila attacked her from another direction. "For goodness' sake, Daphne,
don't lose your head. Don't you imagine for a moment that a husband
will be happier and love his wife better because she earns wages." The
harder you work for men, the better
they like somebody else. The harder
a man works for you the better he
likes you. Best of alL he loves the
woman that tries to break him."
Daphne's answer was a snappy: "I
don't believe it! I'd despise a man.
that felt that way."
The three wiftnen wrangled with
Else saws and modern instances, and
tuey were in a perilous state of dis
sension when the telephone rang. Leila
answered it and her outcries of indignation alarmed Mrs. Kip and Daphne
till they learned the cause.
Bayard had called up to say that
the luncheon party must be postponed.
Outrageous business had made anoth
er insidious attack on love.
Leila came from the telephone In a
staté of desperation mitigated by the
fact that Bayard had asked her to
take his mother and Daphne shopping
and buy them and herself something
worth while as an atonement for his
abandonment
So they set forth again on another
onset against the ramparts of beauty.
To the silent horror of Daphne and
her mother, Leila was persuaded to
buy a new coat and a new hat and to
pay for them by the convenience of
opening two new accounts at the sug
gestión of two soapy salesmen. Bay
ard's surrender after his first battle
had already accomplished the expectable result
Everything was the very latest thing
and yet was marked down. But Daph
ne priced things now with a new soul.
She was thinking in the terms of
wages and toll.
She was going to earn fifty thousand
a year some day, but she supposed
that at first she would earn very little
twenty-fiv- e
dollars a week, perhaps.
For the first time In her existence
she vividly understood how all these
fairy tissues were the products of ha
man labor, paid for with wages and to
be sold for other wages. Pearls were
drops of sweat; perfumes were the
sighs of weary men ; soft fabrics were
the hard spinning of human silkworms.
Bayard was even now racking his
brain to accumulate what three wom
en were squandering.
So Daphne meditated as she had
never meditated before and might not
often meditate again. She refused to
buy a thing. Her mother could only
explain her mood as a symptom ef an
illness and advise her to get home to
bed. There was something suspicious
in the condition of a girl who could
look with qualms of conscience or appetite on such a banquet
At length fatigue and faintness reminded Mrs. Kip, senior, that she had
not eaten and the hour was late. She
called for her luncheon and they went
together to a tearoom. Here Daphne
had another attack of eccentricity; a
stubborn determination to go home
and send back to Dutllh the wicked
gown that she had bought of him on
credit.
She had left the house without returning it and she was afraid that
there would be difficulties if she delayed. Fortunately there had been no
alterations in the gown.
Perhaps there is no form that satan
takes oftener than that of a fashionable gown. In that shape he offers
women the conquest of the world. But
Daphne resisted him and said to Leila :
"Get thee behind me, satan ! I'm going to return this gown and let Dutllh
give Bayard credit for it. I won't look
at another gown till I can pay for it
ont of my own earnings. I'll not get
married till I can buy the rest of my
troussean myself. I've decided that
an Independent woman must buy her

own trousseau."
Even in the eyes of ambition this
promised to require a fairly long
period a period so lenghty that she
wondered if Clay's love would outlast
It.
She did love him and the thought
of losing him alarmed her more than
the thought of losing the precious
gown.
Leila woke from her meditation with
tage.
The two married women turned on a sudden "Come along; we must dress
the maid, with common resentment. for the
They were married and dependent and
Mrs. Kip, senior, amused the young
she had her Independence. They were Kips by thinking aloud : "I wonder if
Tories and she a Whig. It was their that nice Mr. Duane will be at the
privilege to rail at things as they were, tea."
but it was their religion to frown on
"Oh! shamle shame t" cried Leila.
changing them. Mrs. Kip senior spoke "It's a regular Intrigue. No, he won't
for Mrs. Kip Junior.
be there. Telephone him at the Rac
"Now, Daphne, tell us what is this quet club and he'll come to you. He's
new foolishness all about?"
usually there."
Daphne answered, stoutly : "It's not
She did not see the start the artless
foolishness.
It's the first glimmer of hint gave Daphne, who had learned by
sense I've ever had. I'm sick of the accident what she had not known how
idea of always living on the mercy of to find out otherwise. Daphne consome man, taking his charity or his cealed her agitation in the briskness
extravagance. I've always been a drag with which she concluded the affair of
on poor daddy, and I was getting ready the Dutllh gown. She folded it up and
to shift my weight over to poor Clay's laid It back in the box as if it were a
back.
But I don't think a woman baby she was about to leave on a doorought to be dependent on a: man. I step. She kissed it good-band put
think Bhe ought to bear her share of the lid over it and tied it up with a
crazy combination of strings of varithe burden."
"As if she didn't
Mrs. Kip broke ous sorts.
y

f

Gathered From All Over

said she had letters to write.
But when her mother and Leila bad
left her she wrote only one letter a
note of regretful rejection to Dutllh.
She pinned it to the box and sent it
Then she teleoff by a messenger.
phoned to Tom Duane.
She did not quite realize the temerity of calling a man at his club, and
Tom Duane misunderstood her, Imputed her Innocence to its opposite. He
remembered ber as a pretty thing. If
She were brazen well, he liked brass
in certain forms. When she said that
she'wanted to have á serious talk with
him at his convenience, he made It the
immediate moment at the cost of
breaking an engagement at tennis)
He asked her if she would not meet
hjnj somewhere for. tea, bu$ she said
that she preferred to seenim at her
His invitation
brother's apartment
aroused her suspicion. Her Invitation

i

confirmed his.

'

Daphne's heart was beating excitedly while she waited for him and she
began to feel that she had put herself
in a wrong light When Dunne arrived and the maid showed him into
the living room Daphne tried to redeem herself by a businesslike directness.
"Mr. Duane, you must think it very
peculiar of me to drag you up here."
"I think it's mighty kind of you."
"You say that before you hear what
I'm going to ask you. I'm going to
ask you to do me a tremendous favor."
"That will be doing me a tremendous favor," he said. .
Then she amazed him with her request: "You offered yesterday of
course I know you didn't mean it but
you offered to get me a Job with a

theatrical manager."
Duane's hospitable smile hardened
Into a grimace of anxiety. He mumbled, "Oh, yes."
"You know Mr. Raven or whatevef
his name Is very well, don't you?"
"Mr. Reben oh, yes yes, I know
him fairly well."
"I want to go on the stage. Would
you dare introduce me to Mr. Reben?"
"Indeed I will, and proud to do It"
"Do you think he'll give me a
a Job?"
"HI make him."
"How can I ever repay your
Her band went out to him and he
took It and squeezed it, and it
squeezed back gratefully. But he did
not let go. Duane seemed to be excited suddenly.
Daphne drew her hand back, but his
came with It, and he followed close
upon. There was a look In his eyes
that made her uneasy. His voice was

uncertain as he said :
"You can repay me easily enough,
if you want to."
"I do. But how? How?" she asked
anxiously, not quite daring to wrench
her hand free.
"By by being by being kind to
me."

"Kind? Howr
He did not answer with words, but
he lifted her hand with both of his
to his Hps. It was an act of oldfangled gallantry that could hardly
be resented. But, manlike, having
made a formal surrender, he tried to
take command. One hand held hers,
the other swept round her shoulders
and pressed her against him, without
roughness yet with strength. His lips
moved now, not toward her hand, but
toward the sacredness of her mouth.
The future seems bright to
Daphne as she la given what
she believes is the opportunity
to realize her ambition. 8o few
difficulties are in the way at the
beginning that she cannot see
those that may loom up In the

future.
(TO BE CONTINUED

Impress Left by Romans.
The old Romans and still older
Celts have left their traces thickly
s
strewn In the
of the country through which the victorious allied armies advanced during the latter
part of the war. Valenciennes was
named after the Roman emperor,
Just as Orleans was named
after Emperor Aurellan. The mark of
the Celt is seen in the dun, or fortress,
s
Verdun, and,
of the
though now contracted out of existence, in the towering old city of Laon,
the stronghold of the Merovingians.
The River Meuse, perhaps the river
most connected with war, has the most
peaceful of names, Meuse being Cel
tic for the River of Meadows.
place-name-

ever-famou-

Shun Heedlessness.

The

chase after
or material gain often
blinds to the nobler sentiments; and
the cold, perhaps unintentional, slight
Inattention or tude, though thoughtless, rebuff wounds still further an already sore and bleeding soul whose
flagging and dejected spirits might
have, with a sympathetic glance, a
smile of approval, or a welcoming gesture, been set all atune, the harmony
Thought,
to be passed aloofi-C!re- at
nerve-rackin-

g

,

Mc-Clu-
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executive committee at Clayton, Monday, brought a total of 5,379 cattlemen into the care of the organization,
according to Miss Bertha Benson, secretary of the association.
Las Vegas has the distinction of having the first arrest for "moonshine"
whiskey manufacture. James Jablne,
internal revenue collector, has taken
into custody Damecio Maes of the old
town section of Las Vegas, on the
charge of operating a small still where
he was enabled each day to turn out
about a gallon or two of a peculiar fluid said to possess an astonishing
"kick."
Amos ' Green, the Socorro county
highway commissioner, has a large
force at work on the
road and it is only a question of time
until tills stretch of the
highway will be as good as any piece
of road on the route. Mr, Green is
using ail tliu hands that he can get
now and expects to put in full time
this spring, summer and fall on the
roads In western Socorro.
The jury which heard the evidence
in the case of four young boys charged
with beating a fifth to death at Wat-rou- s
las summer returned a verdict of
not guilty at Mora. The defendants
were named Gonzales, Moya, Archuleta and Barela. The jury deliberated
for about eight hours. The defendants
claimed that Leandro Martinez was the
guilty party and that he had forced
thera to confess to the crime. Martinez had already pleaded guilty to
second degree murder.
There are ten million dollars worta
of automobiles In New Mexico today,
according to John Joerns, secretary of
the state tax commission. In his office
at Santa Fe, Mr. Joerns has just completed the compilation of a list of all
automobiles owned In the itate. The
list Is segregated as to the make of the
car, the year of its manufacture and
the model, also the list price of each
car. Of the cars listed more than one-haare Fords. Albuquerque lends the
state In number of
cars,
and Bernalillo county leads In number
of cars owned In a single county.
A raid on a still located in the Tres
Hermanas mountains, ten miles northwest of Columbus, by customs officers
and deputy sheriffs resulted in the arrest of J. E. McDonald and Tom A.
Duke, and the confiscating of materials for making whiskey, together with
a still. The raid was conducted on a
cabin occupied by the men.
Grazing and the question of future
policy for the regulation of the elk
herd on the Sitgraves national forest
are being given considerable attention at the present time by the forest
service. Associate Forester A. F. Potter, from Washington, will remain for
two months making a survey of the
conditions in these two Important matters in New Mexico.
Eighth grade diplomas have been issued by the state department of education to the 475 pupils who successfully
passed the state examination March
20th and 21st. They have been signed
by the superintendent of public instruction, Johnathan II. Wagner, and
sent to the county school superintendents to be signed by them and the
teachers before delivery to the graduates.
t
William Brown, captured after a
long chase, tried and acquitted for the
murder of Rafael BaldunI, later sent
to the state prison from Raton on a
charge of larceny, and who violated a
parole by leaving the state without
permission, was captured in Globe,
Arizona, and returned to New Mexico.
He was taken to Santa Fé to serve
the remainder of his sentence. The
same officer at Globe who recognized
Brown also recognized and took Into
custody another negro, Harry Henderson, who was a refugee from a road
gang in New Mexico.
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Hunter Liked Bear, All Right, but
That Particular One Was Not
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Blenklns once joined a
expedition.
During the hunt, as he
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wns resting by the side of a rock
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nnd talking with another hunter he
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Canadian Government

Deferential Critic.
thut tune the band Is playing?" inquired the visitor from abroad.
time, ma?
" 'Johnny, Get Your Gun !' Don't yo
Mother Good gracious, child I It's
only two weeks since we had brea- approve of it?"
"Oh, yes. Every nation mnst be tha
kfastBoston Transcript.
judge of Its own literature. I have do
doubt It Is very excellent poetry. Bttt
Right
Who's waiting Isn't it rather reckless advice?"
Impatient Diner
Where a Feller Needs a Friend.
Lapland Lad Ain't it almost dinner

heu?

Tardy Walter Why, you is, boss.
Boston Transcript.
All circumstances are suspicions
some persons.

"What

A
Is

Wrong Tooting.
"George's father sent him money
to employ a tutor at college."
"Well, did he?"
to
"Sure. He engaged a chauffeur."
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Not In Installments.
"Is he rich?"
from Sua.
"Very. He paid his Income tax in
The views of the chief of the Ger
man delegation and representatives full."
sent from Berlin to consult with him,
Naturally.
differed an stronely as to the further
"Is your husband's desire to be an
conduct of the negotiations, according
to these renorts. that Count von BrocK
aviator a trial to yon?"
"Indeed, It Is a soar affliction."
reouested that he be
reDluced at Versailles.
Enouoh Said.
A member of the Germun delega
"He certainly Is a duck of a man."
tlon with the rank of councillor of
"Then I needn't inquire if he is In
legation, who returned recently from
the swim."
Berlin, made this declaration concern
Inir the peace treaty:
How would It do to use that chip
"We will slun. desnite nil, because
we will be hacked to pieces if we re on your shoulder to kindle the kitchen
fire?
turn to Berlin Without signing.
When the count will return Is un
Will b pleurd to MUÍ Government Bulletin,
certain. It was stated In French cir
or answer any Inquiries regardln, opporturíes, which at first attempted to con
nities (or farming, stock raising, fruit (rowing
Harbor.
Danish
A
New
Minios m4 InTMlmtnt Id New Bontfi Wlea
ceal his Intended departure, that he
Copenhagen
that
from
Is
reported
It
a new harbor Is to be constructed at was going only to Spa, and would re
Korsor, which Is a Danish seaport 60 turn on the next truin, but his an
Agent and Salesman To supply and iell In
of Copenhagen. sence undoubtedly is for a consider
this county an auto apeclalty of unusual miles
work is estimated at able neriod.
merit and In rreat demand by motorista.
cost
this
of
The
Eicluilve right, and no competition. Big 30,000,000
The nurnose of the trip of Ihe ponce
kronen and it is stated that
monev for anare or whole time. Permanent
Increasing business, (let agency. American American capital has been interested. delegates to Berlin is to discuss with
Gales Agency Co., Pueblo (Colo, distributors)
The harbor will have a depth of ten their government whether or not to
Ban Death to Vermin, Bedbugs, Cockroaches, meters as against nine meters In Co- slim the neace treaty. None of the
Ants. Chicken Lice. Plies, Fleas, Mites,
sunnorters of the govern
Moths; 1. Guaranteed by The Vern Slater penhagen and large quays will be built Socialist
Sanitation Co.. 107 14th Bt., Denver, Colo.
with ample facilities for handling mer- merit, with the execution of some lead
ers of Industry, are strongly opposed
Scientific American.
chandise.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
to accepting the conditions imposed by
the entente. The Independent boclai
Ists outside the government are Just
Chan
BR stronirlv in favor of signing.
cellnr Sehiedemann himself apparently
has not yet made up his mind, and is
In all cases of
awulting a detailed report from Count
Influ
von Brockdorff-ltantzau- .
AiTomnnnvlnir Count von Brock
Colds, etc.- were eleven of the
of all horses, brood mares, colts,
"
stallions, Is to
elchteen advisers attached to the
economic and financial commissions,
other resnonsible members of the Ger
man delegation and twenty secretaries
Violf limns ni In the feed DUt
ft
The rmrtv on leaving ersallles occu
Give the
Epohn's Liquid Compound.
pled eight automobiles, with another
remedy to all of them. It acts on tne
earrylnfr baggage.
bv exDelllnir the disease Kerms. It wards!
The departure of Count von Brock
off the trouble no matter how they are
is for the purpose of
"exposed." Absolutely free from anynartlcinatlne in the councils of his
thing- Injurious. A child can safely take
srovernment regarding the
druggists, harness dealers,
It Bold by
or sent express paid by the manu
ant question of signing or refusing to
Wanted.
Special
facturera,
Asenta
sign the draft of the treaty of peace,
C.OSHEH. IND.,
on which there Is at present a sharp
division of opinion among the mem
Designation.
The Egg Came First.
bers of the German government
"Tou say you are a lifelong Demo- According to the Havas agency
She was n country woman visiting
her niece In a large city and on pass- crat?"
serious disagreements have arisen
!
That's what I am."
"Yes, sir
among the German delegates. A maing a poultry house noticed a sign on
"But just what do you mean by jority are said to be violently opposed
a blackboard, reading: "Hens, 25
"
cents ; roosters, 12 cents ; eggs, 35 'democrat?'
to signing the treaty, while Count von
no use to worry In par Brockdorff-ltantza"There's
and the minority
cents."
'Demomeaning.
no way out but to sign. The de
see
"I have lived In the country all my ticular about the
part of my name, same parture of the count Is said to be in
life where we raise chickens and eggs," crat' is sort of
as
'BUI.'"
was
who
niece
to
her
connection with the disagreements
she confided
showing her around, "but I never
Line.
of
Out
s'posed I'd live to see the day, even In
Llndsley Resigns as Director.
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a big city, where eggs would sell for
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Washington.
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8
His Mourning.
Tt
hu .11 rtnicrmsts on Its merit
of the world Is turned upon the
and
his
when
inconsolable
Teddy was
and it should help you. No 'other kidney new
sixty-sixtin
Coneress the
Via
mn mntir
"
J mends.
little dog, Bags, died. To try to make frnAUnimj.
Ulvu.u.uu uwv
convene
Is
to
which
history
American
ana aran
hint
Be sure to get Swamp-Koo- t
him forget his loss his aunt had
called by
In extraordinary session
accompany her to a friend's where treatment at once.
Paris.
to
tun
from
test
Wilson
you
first
wish
if
However,
President
But
there were several other children.
mat nrensratinn send ten cents to Dr.
InHinuVismtnn. N. Y.. for a
Teddy sat gloomily on the porch
v;ln,si. A
Turks Killed In Battle.
n the sample bottle. When writing ne sure son
stead of joining in the game
Constantinople.
In
the fighting
mention this paper. Adv.
lawn.
which took place after the Inndlng of
use,
Irish Convalescence.
Greek troops at Smyrna 300 Turks and
Of great riches there is no renl
"How's your husband getting along, 100 Greeks were killed.
except It be In the distribution; the
Mra Fncnrtv?"
rest is but conceit Bacon.
"Well, sometimes he's better an
Planea Built to Cross Ocean.
he's worse, but from the
cheaper
may
sometimes
be
American naval sea
Washington.
Even costly errors
wnv he prowls an' takes on whin nes
undertaken the first
than Idleness.
which
have
planes
he's
whin
better Oi thinks he's better
ocean were
Atlantic
the
across
flight
worse." Boston Evening Transcript.
None of us have confidence in folks
bombing German
for
especially
built
who are not genuine.
Stupid persons are seldom dissatis atibmarlnes and in Initiating their de
A U'tolessrae, Cleansing,
fied with themselves.
sign Rear Admiral David W. Taylor,
Relresblna and Meallni
hipf of the bureau of construction and
Ain Murine for Red
The words of the silent man are repair, had in mind the construction of
Granula'
ness, Soreness,
never repeated in court.
ships capable of flying across the
ocean so as to avoid difficulties of de- pjssv
'
VI Maw
a
J .
aj
MnffrnntT Of GoU
It Is Dlensanter to deal with
KAm
Hrerv durlne the war. This waa dls-grouch who knows his business than ..lnaori hv the Navv Department In
with a grlnner who doesn't.
Washington.
bird-hous-

ew

1

j

J

."V

lcr.J

'T "J

ti

Oil Uapsutes.

:

Tit-Bit-

Oae Crop Citen Pays for Use

11

benr-huntln- g

prostration until it bear now!"
seemed as if tha
The man who "doted on bear"
organs in my whole looked up, saw an Immense grizzly
worn
body
were
'
the top Of the rock, gave a yell
out I was finally on
persuaded to try and leaped Into the woods and disLydiaE. Pinkham's appeared. Ills companion soon overVegetable Com took him nnd said to the fugitive as
pound and it made he came up:
a well woman or
"I thought you liked bear?"
me. I can now da
"Well. I do." said the runaway:
11 mv tinmawnrk
"but
that one wasn't done enough."
toy
ailing
women td
and advise all
London
ComLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
pound and I will guarantee they will
Build Nesta Like an Oven.
derive great benefit from It"- - Mrs.
Do you know how the oven bird got
Frank Fitzgerald, 25 N. 41st Street,
West Philadelphia, Pa.
Its name? Well. It was because Its
There are thousands of women every nest built among the leaves or pine
where in Mrs. Fitzgerald's condition, needles on the ground Is arched to give
suffering from nervousness, backache,
says the
headaches, and other symptoms of a an ovenlike annearance,
American Forestry association, Wash
functional derangement
It was
grateful spirit for health restored which ington, which Is encouraging bird cone
building
led her to write this letter so that other servation through
women may benefit from her experience
contests among school children and Is
and find health as she has done.
conducting a national campaign. You
For suggestions in regard to your conoven bird sitting on the
dition write Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine do not see the
Co., Lynn, Mass. The result of their topmost twig of a tree like some other
members of the feathery tribe, but
'40 years experience is at your service.
he sticks close to the ground, mount
lng to the lower branches of a tree
NEW SOUTH WALES only to sine or to scold an Intruder.
The song of the oven bird somewhat
INFORMATION BUREAU
resembles the word "teacher."
Siiftr Buildiof. Iff Broidwiy, New York City

GrovÜIiecí in Western Canda

G00DBY,

HUH EtlVOY

Done Enough.

fclaybe Overcome by Lydia

SPANISH-AMERICA-

a ri

TOBACCO
You pipe smokers;
mix a little "BULL"

DURHAM with
your favorite tobacco. It's like sugar
in your coffee.

TEE

The Spanish -- American
KmjIBTHKltU ACGD8T S7. 1911.

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.
EDITOR

AND PUBLISHER

SabicriptiM

Entered as

$1.50 Per Ttu

second-clas-

s

matter at the

poetoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

SPANTSH-AMtfRTO-

A

Church Directory

J. M. Lile and family formerly
of
Solano have moved to Colmor
e
Some extremists seem to
tí. M. where they will live this
that a levelling down will summer. They will
still read
result in a levelling up.
for news from their old
the
It is sometimes said that if we home.
were only economically adjusted
to a true and practical kind of
Louise Ramelot of Wylam,
equality then would genius begin Alabama is
another new subscri
to blossom among us.
ber to the
He owns a
Well that sounds hopeful farm adjoining Rev. Price's
enough and yet, when one looks homestead and wants to know
abrod on those classes which about the oil boom.
have never been"hampered by
Johnny Cordell who owns
the necessity of working for
claim
out in Kansas Valley sends
of
percentage
their living. "is the
us
check
a
from Yates Center,
genius very large among them?
where
Kansas
he still reads 'the
Hardly. Outside of the new
dances and new methods of
the producing public,
James R. Melton of Mills,- will
we owe scarcely any thing to
read
the
the coming year.
them certainly not enough to
says
He
he
has
wanted to take
juatify their position as idlers
and meddlers and a sort of semi- - it for a long time but just didnt
get to it before.
royalty in this nation of ours.
levelling up, or levelling down.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

be-liv-

ff

flim-flammi-

-

-

'
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PLEASANT

01

Ü

Which wewould .be glad to have
you inspect.
By special arrangement we
have been able to get a large assortment of patterns which
would justify the stock of any
city.
Figure with us in putting up
your new curtains.
1PS2I2

Floersheim Merc Co.
Roy New Mexico
This store will be closed all day Decoration Day

11.00 a. m. 8PM. .

o'

u

if

FT

barrel.
OF
, I
fkTO LOAN ij

w
.a
o

A

l

W

13
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a

Methodist Episcopal Church

(C

i

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

3

O

a

7

Roy Garage
ROY,

2nd

11

NewMex.

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.

(incorporated)

at Roy Christian-Churc11 ain and 7:30 p m
and 4th Sunday at Mills

3rd Sunday

and LIVERY
Proprietor

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11., A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

5

Stove Store
Tin shop,
Headers!
Headers!
'Farm Machinery
Stock Tanks
Wind Mills
Oil Stoves
Well Casing
Harvester and Auto Oils
Wagons
Pumps and Cylinders
Gas Pipe
Cream Separators
d
Header
Good
2d-han-

Roy,New Mexico.

Mr. Hatfield of the A. E. F. of
France is the pleasant guest of
his sister Mrs. Ocie Canon.
Mrs. B. R. Stewart is enjoying
a visit with her mother from Ark.

at

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
A quiet, homelike Hotel

one block from the
IDepot. in the .
Main Business District

Tourists and

Land-Seeke-

P. L. Gunn, Superintedent..

rs

Rev. Fr.

BULLS,

Coming yearlings, One Thoro-bre- d
Hereford,. One Thorobred
wart's
Holsteinand one
S. R, CROUSE
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Chas. South-Ridg- e
Ranch, Mills, N.M.
Wright May 16th a daughter.
Hol-stei-

n,

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. &A, M.
ACACIA

16-Di-

LODGE

no.

53

Meets 2d and 4th Saturdays of month.

F. S. Brown, W.

J. N. Wright purchased a
dairy cow of Geo. Lucas last

M.

Irvin Ogden, Secy.

Mules For Cattle

I have two span of goo d work
week.
mules which I will trade for
J. H. Liebert of Mills was in cattle. See them at the Mrs.
n
,
farm 4 miles north 1 east of
the valley on business.
Solano.
18-J. H. White
cut, in
Header For Sale,
'Mngis
'
good shape. Re"-that I need a bigger machine.
pvif 9y sdysicn djj
Roy
(2-M. N. Baker,

All Masons welcome.

Hep-bur-

2

I. O. O.fF.

12-f- t.

FOR SALE- :Cultivators and a
Two
Harrow Used but one season. I also have a lot of fine
for sale.
Fred Fluhman, Mills, N. M.

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

D. F. Moore and wife were
the Sunday guests of D. R. Ste-

15-16t-

.

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

Will find this the right place.

FOR SALE:- -3

SUNDAY SCHOOL
10 A.M. each Sunday,

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic-ChurchRoy, N. M.

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms

Mrs. L. A.' Brown is quite ill
with inflammatory rheumatism.

Pastor

BAPTIST

Under new Management
Sunday School progressing
nicely, good attendance and in
terest, Every one is cordially in
vited to come out and assist,

a m and 7:30 p m.

M. WILSON,

J.

J. W. Beck, Manager,
El Dorado Hotel
Liberty

Baum Bros

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

n

Melville Floersheim, N.
Wm, G.

l.

Me!

Col. F.O.WHITE
Noted, Tried, Experienced

Stoves"

A

uc.tioneer

If you want the services of an

We have all sizes in stoek.
Ecoiomical-Clean- Absolutely
Smokeless and Odorless-Safe- .
Select yours before the hot
weather comes.
SE3

ROY TRADING

COMPANY.

"i pleasant place to trade''

G.

Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree
He Patronizes

"New Perfection Oil

wel-

come.

SALE:-Ro- an

Go-Devi-

.

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

Durham
FOR
Bull, 2 vears old also a new
Will make very
Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music
low brices for cash if taken
Class. $5.00 per month, two at once.
C.A.STRAWN,
lessons per week. At presen
Roy, N. M.
at Mrs. Crowe's. SEE HER.

"

at

0. W. Hearn, Pastor.

s.

E

seed-cor-

Draperies

VIEW

MILLS
3rd Sunday

4

your

A new and complete line of

I

,

p.m.

at

Just Arrived

come,

Farm Loans.

J. B. LUSK

J. D. Romero Pro.

it will be first

First Sunday each Month at 3,

Plumlee Hospital

New Blacksmith
Shop

Sunday of each
Services
8,00 PM.
m.
month at 11a.
each
month .at
4th Sunday of
11.00 a. m. and 8.ÜU p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
2d

first supplied.

j

ROY

part and parcel of human life.

while production is limited,
jíj

CHRISTIAN

You want one because its service will be profit
We solicit your order at once because
able.

South-wester-

attitude gays,
of the late Claude
"I am as good as any one else." The sale
personal property will be
or "Everybody else is as good as Hand's
his i;anch, D. A.
I am." And so it does. Like- May 28th at
wise when a man preaches the Espy Adm'r.
equal divison of property, makes
all th
difference between
selfishness and sincerity whether he means that he should divide
with his neighbor, or his neighbor with him. And as to equalEast of I. O. O. F, Hall
ity, no matter in what we may
Wagons, buggys
Horseshoeing,
agree that is consistent, makes a
repaired
Machinery
and
Farm
world of difference whether the
guaranteed
work
All
plan is to equalize every body on
English and Spanish spoken
a low standard or on a high one

y. p. s, c. E.

that it would almost seem as if every family
ought to have its Ford car. Runabout. Tour
ing Car, Coupe, Sedan, (the two latter have en
closed bodies), and the Truck Chassis, have re
ally become a

Supt

F. A. SARGENT,, President
Mrs. Myra 0. DeFrees, Sec'y
Meets at the Christian Chureh,
Roy, N. M every Sunday even- Ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Mr.

Ford cars have become such a world utility

S--

Abernathy,

G. R.

l!

executive pressure or by popular efforts to straighten .out the You Don't have to wait for the
clamor," he declared , "the peo- imperfect practices of our society money. It is waiting for you.
ple of the U. S. will be deprived but even that ought not to
n
Farm Mtg. Co.
of the protection of their own deter us from the effort. For
Roy N. M.
Mgr.
Conklin
J.
true:
always
that
P.
be
thisnust
constitutional safeguards and
wrong,
a
the
whasee
upon
those
may become committed without
adequate understanding to aseri duty devolves to right it, and
ous international experiment they at least are better for the
New Mexico.
ROY,
from the results of which they attempt. We must do right and
of
expectation
delusive
not from
Eyes Tested and Glasses
have little to gain."
Defeat of the treaty would un what results will be.
Correctly Fitted,
Opportunity is equal now. If
do the just peace concluded at
CARUS PLUMLEE,
Paris. Rejection of the league anything remains unequal it is
Physician
in Charge.
would withdraw the guaranties the power to use it. You cannot
against future wars. Only Ger make onDortunitv anything but
many and her allies could profit equal. If a person cannot mea
by nullfying the work of the sure up to his opportunity, you
Republican cannot make him measure up.
The
conference.
The question of justice enters
party could scarcely gain from
Law
Attorney
only
in the event of that person
such an outcome. The whole
to
such
subjected
Attention
and
Careful
been
having
Prompt
world would be the loser.
Entrusted
all
Given
Business
him
prevented
as
conditions
to me
from having a fair chance to
Someone has said that it makes measure up.
NEW MEXICO
ROY
all the difference in the world

whether

II

THE UNIVERSAL CAS

S--

On the eve of an extraordinary
session of Congress, Republican
reactionaries in the Senate, headed by Senators Lodge, Penrose
and Brandegee, are continuing
their efforts to discredit, if not
to defeat, the league of nations
in the hope of embarrassing
President Wilson, their attempts
will disclose their animus and
their designs but it is not belived
that they will succeed in muster
ing enough following to prevent
ratification of the treaty of peace
and acceptance of the covenant.
Theextent to which these partiOne is not even sure an increse
san enemies of the President are
willing to carry their hostility is of economic equality will make
us morally better people. Look
illustrated.
those same classes which have
at
In a public statement Senator
"emancipated from labor"
been
Brandegee gives a hint of the
you
dont find high morality
and
course to be take by him and his
degree, do you?
in
excessive
associate "robins."
people
are part- of
Why,
those
"Unless the Senate is free to
classes!
consider the Root amendments" our inferor
That is to say, it is easy to
(to the covenant of the league)
"and others, unembarrassed by prophesy too much from our

Your

Christian Churcn.
presence is necessary.

at

S--

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Miss Etta Hornbaker. N. G.
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.
Visiting Sisters welcome
Fact and Fancy.

Said the facetious observer: "On
SALESMAN
cf
the principal differences between the
whose work has always proven
frugel woman and 'the fat one Is that
satisfactory, it will make you one tries to reduce expenses
and the
Money to consult me before mak- other expanses."
ing your SALE DATES.
No Sale too Near or too Far.

No Sale too Large or Small,

NOTICE

Jack P. Mills, U.S. Commss

You can have SALE BILLS oner, at Solano is still on the
printed and make dates at the job and ready to do all the work
Spanish-Ai- r
e'ican Office. Roy from Mosquero, Solano and sur
New Mexico.
rounding territory. Soldier and
Sailors work free. Always go
REFERENCES:
to your nearest Commissoner.
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
Office at my home 4 miles S. W.
Roy, N. M.
c f Soano.
Citizens State Ean'c.

n.

:.:

J.P.Mills,

Solano; N.M.

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE

Administrator's Notice

NOTICE

Something of interest
to YOU!

CyNOTICE is hereby giy.en that
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
of administration upon the estate
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
of Claude Herbert Hand, (deceased,
April (4, 1919
have been granted to the undersigned
of
by the Probate Court of" Mora County,
NOTICE Is hereby "given that, as
Mew Mexico, bearing date of March 4, directed by the Commissioner of the
2919.
General Land Office, under provisions
All persons having claims against of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
aid estate are required to exhibit application of James A, Mcintosh, of
them to me for allowance within six David N. M. Serial No. 026016, we
months from date ot said letters or will offer ot public sale, to the high
they may be precluded from any bene- est, bidder, but at not less than $1.26
fits of said estate and jf said claims per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the
2Cth day of June. 1919, next, at this
be not exhibited within one year from
office, the following tract of land:
of
the date
the granting of the letters
NiNEJ, NINWi, Sec. 1, T. 17 N. P. 29
on said estate, they will be forever
E. N. M. P. M.
This tract is ordered
barred.
into the market on a showing that the
D. A. ESPY,
greater portion thereof is mountainous
Administrator. or too rough for cultivation.
The sale will not be kept open, but
)
State of New Mexico
will be declared closed when those
) bs.
present at the hour named have ceaaed
)
County of Mora '
bidding. The person making the highI hereby certify that Letters of Ad est bid will be required to immediately
ministration
granted on the estate pay to the Receiver the amount there
of.
of Claude Herbert Hand, (deceased; on '
Any persons claiming adversely the
the date above written.
land are advised to
In testimony whereof, I have here file their claims, or objections, on or
unto set my hand and affixed the Seal before the time designated for sale.
of the county Court, this 4th day of
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
let-ter- B

"C

Officers and Directors of this

'Bank recognize the fact that
' the interests of the Bank and its
Depositors are mutual,
When the resources of the Patrons
and Depositors of the Bank increases

the volume of our business increases
It is, therefore wise and prudent for
us to assist you to increase your
money and property.. To this end

rendered

.

times strive.

we at all

above-describ-

March,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE

Y. H.

Foster,

Justice of the Peaee, Precinct No. 22,
in and for Mora County, N. M.
tubblefield Company, (a
ration), Plaintiff
C. B.

corpo-

vs.

Defendant.
J. A. Winters,
Notice Is Hereby Given to the

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New -- Mexico
April 14 1919
"C".:f-4--

above

Roy Trust and Savings Bank,

NOTICE is hereby given that, as
directed by the Commissioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
application of Henry F. Mcintosh, of
David. N. JA. Serial No. 026015 we
will offer at public sale, to the high
est bidder, but at not less than f 1 50
per acre, at 10 o'clock A. M., on the
26th day of June 1919 next, at this
office, the following tract of land:
Lot 7, SEJSWJ, Sec. 6 Lot 1 NEJNWj
17
N.
Sec. 7 T,
R, 30 E,
"This tract is ordered into thetmar-ke- t
on a showing thn t the greater por
tion thereof is mountainous or too
rough for cultivation"
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount there-

NewMex.

ROY,

1919

N.MP.M.

NOTICE of PENDENCY of ACTION

In Justice's Court of

Cleaning and Pressing"

Farm Loans

Register
above described
before F. H. Foster U. S. Commission
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
er at Roy N. M. on June 12,1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. O. Smith
Webb Kid.l Department of the Interior U. S. Ltuut
Antono Torres
James Sansburv Office, Clayton, N. M., April. 26, 1915L
Notice is hereby given that Raymund
All of Roy, New Mexico..
Arguello of Albert Union Co. N.
PAZ VALVERDE,
on Aug. 16, 1910 made Ilomestexá
Register.
Entry No. 022743 for NWJ-NW- J
SecC
Twp. 20N, Range 29 E; N.M. P.M. ha,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
filed notice of intention to maka 6naT
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
three year proof to establish claim 6
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
the land above! described, before W.1L
April 26th, 1919
Willcox, U.S. Commissioner, athiaaf-flc- e
Notice is hereby given that
in Roy, N. M., on June. 9th, 1S1S8.
John B. Davis of Rosebud, N. Mex.
6-- 7

who, on March 6, 1618 made HomeClaimant names as witnesses:
Daniel Gonzalet
stead Entry No. 021795 for EJ Section Frank Gonzales
Simon Beteede
II Township, 17 N, Range
31
E. Juan P. Arguello
'
7
N. M. P. M., has filed no
All of Albert N. M.
tice of intention to make Three Year
PAZ VALVERDE, Rogistec
Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner,
at Roy, N. M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
on June 10, 1919.
ISOLATED TRACT
Claimant names as witnesses:
Silas Anderson of Gallegos, N. Mex.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Jim Malone,
Charley Pryor,
7
Department of the Interior, U. S. 'Leacl
John G. Green all of Rosebud N. M.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Jan. 24, 319
"C" of
Notice is hereby given that, as directed
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
by the Commissior er of the Geunf
i
Land office, under provisions of See.
Department of the Interior
2455, R. S. pursuant to the applicatío
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Near
of Jose L. Torres, of Maipie
April. 26, 1919
No.025500, we will offier
Serial
Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that John G.
public, sale, to the highest bidden
Green, of Rosebud N.M. who on Mar. at
but
at not less than 12,50 per acre, at
6, 1916
made Homestead Entry No.
10 o'clock A. M.,
on the 17th day f
021796 for ,WJ Sec. 11 Twp, 17 N.
June 1919 next, atthisoffice, the foKa-inRng. 31E NMPM. has filed notice of
Sec, J
tract of land; SEl-Sthree-yea- r
intention to make
proof.
NL
T27N, R27E. N. M.
to establish claim to
The sale will not le kept open, HuX
the land above described,
before will be declared closed when those preF.H.Foster. U.S. Commissioner, at his sent at the hour named have eea.i
Office Roy.N. M. on . , June 10,1919
bidding. The person making the liiíJi--e- st
Claimant names as witnesses:
bid will be required to immediateiy
Silas Anderson of Gallegos, N. M. pay to the Receiver the ammoucC
thereof.
John Davis of Rosebud, It. M.
Any persons claiming adversely theC. H. Pryor
Jim Malone.
- pescribed land are advised
aboveAll of Rosebud, N Mex
claims, or objections, cm ar
their
PAZ VALVERDE,
7
Register before the time designated for sale. .
PAZ VALVERDE, Kejristet.

"

Mrs. Seidel and Miss
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Remember the Golden Rule.
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If
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Money

TO LOAN
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You don't have to wait lor the
money. It is waitin g for you.

P.J.

Martinez

Perhaps the person Isn't living who
hasn't certain little peculiarities, but
that is no reason why some narrow
minded individual should take it upon
herself to weave Into whole cloth those
tiny, discordant ravellngs and then
pass on her "discovery" to anyone who
will listen. If the listener Is a believer
In the Golden Rule she will not only
turn a deaf car to such a recital, but
dismiss her uncharitable informant ai
quickly as possible. Exchange.

Farm Mtg. Co.

Conklin Mgr.

Roy N. M.

Liberty Garage
Blacksmith & Machine Shop

Wed May 28, 19,

Employs only Expert Mechanics in all Lints

General Blacksmithing; Horse Shoeing; Repair Work
Expert Wood Work; J. D. WADE, Mechanician.
Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment,

6--

Property belonging to said
tate as follows:

Es-

Garage

Horses

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

ISOLATED TRACT"
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton New Mexico St

n Raymond

colts
, 13 Yearling colts 9 mares
2 threes
3 Mules, 1
8

Two-year-o-

ld

May. 8,1919.
of
Notice is hereby given that, as direct
ed by the Commissioner of the General
Land office, under provisions of Sec.
2455 R. S., pursuant to the applicationt
of Hugh C. Mitchell, of Roy, N M
Serial No. 025174. we will offer at
public sale, to the highest bidder, but
at not less than $1.75 per acre, at 10
o'clock A. M. on the 17th day of July

3

1919next at this office, the following
Sec 10 T2ÜN
of land; SWJ-NE- i

tract

R27E,

NMPM.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those
present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making .the hig-ebid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount there
of.
Any persons claiming adversely the
st

Jennets

Re-bor- ed

Cows, some with calves

16

two-ye- ar

12
1

--

old

yearlings
two-year-o-

6

heifers

We handle all

S
at List Pric- e- Made
in Ford Factories. We have them in stock all the time.

of them heifers
Poland China

ld

Farm Machinery
McCormick seven

Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at

ft binder

Reasonable Rates.

drill 1 hay rake
Disc
tooth har
row, 1 mower, 1 large tank,
tank heater and various other
1
1

Brunt

I2-ho- le

1

implements.-

FORD-PART-

The famous "MILLER"and "DREADNAUGHT
'
TIRES and Tubes, 5000-mil- e
guarantee.

boar
1

Bring all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.

-

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

Overland car, veterinary instru-

above described land are advised to ments, three stoves, two beds.
file their claims, or objections, on or
Terms Amounts of $10 or less
before the time designated for sale.
On amuonts over $10 well
cash,
PAZ VALVERDE
notes will be taken due
secured
6
Register
Dec 15, 1919. Without interest if
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
paid when due; if not paid when

Proprietors,
0C

4--

12 per cent interest
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land due ,to bear
of sale to be
Terms
from date.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
May 8th, 1919
complied with before property is
Notice is hereby given that
removed. 10 per cent discount
Leopoldo Andrada, heir for the heirs for cash on amounts over $10.

of Modesto Andrada, deceased, of Roy
N. M. Who, on Sept. 29th, 1615, made

for

Sec. 12 &
Wi-Sand
Sec. 1,
Twp. 18N. Rng. 26fJ NMPM
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at
office at Roy, N. M., on

F. O. White Auctioneer

Nj-N-

D. A. Espy

SJ-N-

June 19. 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
David Gonzalez
Pedro Narvaiz
Marcelino Esqibel
Charles Varne
All of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
'

Register

Administrator of Estatate
Free Lunch, Bring your own
drinking cups.
A Change

for Them.

"What tío professional fishermen do
when they take a vacation?" asks the
writer of a sport column. Maybe they
tell the truth, brother. Boston

",

la-fil-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Lani
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
April 26,1919
Notice is hereby given that "ZLia..
Mary Todd formerly Mary McCryEtr.l
of Roy, Mora Co, N. M. who, on Mav
27, 19)5 made Homestead Entry No.
020187 for NEJ;Wi-SE- l
Sec. 18. and
NWi-NEl- ,
J
Sec. 19, T.
and
20N Range 25 E '
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico,
on'ju.ie 9, 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Katie Montoya
J. H. McCrystel
Harry Lostroh, Robert F. Todd
all of Roy, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
NEi-NW-

The
dance,
though
of the
fected

The Romalka.
Romalka Is a modern Greek
dignified In character, and alnot as popular as other forma
Terpslchorean art, is much afby certain sections of the

Miners as Gardeners.
The growing of leeks Is a favorite
occupation of the miners of Northumberland, Engidnd.
They are skillful
gardeners and jartlculraly proud of
their leeks, In the cultivation of which
there Is keen competition.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

'

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent (Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

at

Clayton, New Mexico
April 19 1919
Notice is hereby given that xx&u
William A. Long of Mosquero, New
Mexico who on June 18 and 26 1915
made Homestead Entry No.020308 aaá
No. 020332 for the
Office

r;

Sí

Sec. 24 T. 18N. R. 29E N. M.
filed
has
P,
M.
notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to tie
land above described, before W. 1L,
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his
office at Roy N. M. on the
"
5th day of June 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Elmer T. Mc Daniels, John U. Toblec,
Hard R. Shrum, William T. Lofton a
Mosquero,
of
Register.
New Mexico.
.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Oxy-Acetyle- ne

Cattle
4

A. Pendleton, Expert Mechanic, in charge

Automobile Accessories, Gas and Oils:
Repair Work,
Welding,
Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
,

two-year-o-

"C"

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

HI

EC

Public Sale

.

6--

above-describ-

New-Mexic- o,

6--

g

':

c-

South-Wester- n

of.

Any persons claiming adversely the
named defendant, J. A. Winters, that
land are advised to
his property, being a Dodjte Brothers file their claims, or objections, on or
Touring Car, is attached in the above before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
entitled action, and that unless he appear before the above nimed Jnsticeof
the Peace, at his office in Roy,
on the 4th day of June, 1919,
at the hour of 1 o'clock in the after I will offer at Public Auction on
noon, judgment will be rendered
him for the sum of One HunDollars, and his said
dred Ninety-nin- e
At the home of the late Claude
property attached and sold to satisfy Herbert Hand deceased, 5 miles
the said debt.
north" and 3 east of Roy and 6
Dated this th day of May, 1919.
east and 5 south of Mills,
miles
"
FRANK L. SCHULl'Z,
commencing at 10 o'clock sharp,
1
Constable.

WSHZ"'

er,

,

Petrarch and Laura.
Petrarch's romance with Laura Is
one of the curiosities of literature.
He first saw her on Gooü Friday, April
C, 1327.
Whether or not his devotion
to her, which Inspired all his love
poetry and set a standard for ages to
come, was Inspired by auy passion of
the heart Is firmly disputed. In fact
many believe that Petrarch and Laura
never met That she appeared to him,
however,, as the perfect woman no one
can deny after reading his Impassioned lines. Christian, Science Monitor.

no. 020952

SEi, rfec.35 T.22N ft. 29 E., N. UL
P. M. has filed notice of intention tm
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land make final
three year 'proof, to eotsb-lis- h
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
claim
to
the land above descrünt.
.
April 2Cth 1919
S, Cotobu-sionNotice is hereby given that Har before F. H. FoBter, U.
his office Roy, N. M-- ,
at
ry C. VanHorn of Roy, Mora Co, New
on June 16 , 1919.
Mexico who, on March 9th 1916 made
Claimant names as witnesses:
Homestead Entry No. 021840 for W
Harry Smith
A. P. Carter
Section 6 Township 18 N. Range 25 E
Bill Heath
Edgar Frazier
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
all of Kephart N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Proof, to establish claim to the land
--

6--

1919,

PEDRO A. DURAN,
Probate Judge.

H--

PUBLICATION

M-w-

Any Service
We can render
Is always
cheerfully

'

vs

roil

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New Department of the Interior, U. S.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
April 26, 1919
April 17, 1919
Notice is hereby given that Fanny,
is hereby given that 7 ""Cft
Notice
McCrystel of Roy Mora Co, N.' M'
Isidro West of Roy Mora Co, Ne
who, on May 27, 1919 made Homestead
Mexico who on July24, 1915 mtfe
Entry No. 020186 for SWi-NWHomestead Entry No. 020462 for SE
Sec
SEi SW1, Sec-1Src
20. andEj-NE- i,
Sec. 19, T. 20N R.25 E
Sec. 12. and SEHE5
13, SWJ-SW- J
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intenSec. 11, T. 18N, R. 26E, New Mexia
tion to make Final Three Year Proof
S
to establish claim to the land above P. M., has filed notice of intention -Proof
ta
Three
Year
make
Final
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
deCommissioner,
at his office in Roy, tablish claim to the land above
scribed, before F. H. Foster, U S. Cm
on June 9, 1919
missioner, at his office at Roy, N. St.
Claimant names as witnesses:
on the 7th day of June 1919.
Katie Montoya
J. H. McCrystel
Claimant names as witnesses:
Harry Lostroff
Robert F. Todd all
B
Hiram D,
Pedro Narvaez
7
of Roy N.M.
of Solano
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Leopoldo Andrada Lee West, of Eoj
New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
April 26, 1919
Our Gift.
As the Magi came bearing gifts, m
Notice is hereby given that
Jose Ynes Lotato of Sab noso, N. M. do we also bear gifts that relieve want;
sweet and fragrant wtób
who, on July 6, 1916 made Homestiad gifts that are
NJ-SW- J,

J;

1,

NEi;NEJ-SEi;Wi-NEJ;Ni-N-

iiieiuK.ip; gifts that breathe km;
gifts that mean service; gifts lnsplwd
Sec. 35 T. 18NR. 25EN.M.P. utill by
tho star which shone over tk
filed notice of intention to make City of David two thousand years ftg.

Entry No.
SEi-S-

M. has

022321

for Né

SEl;SWi-SK- l

Soldiers final three year Proof to es
tablish claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
6 7
on June 10, 1D19
Claimant names as witnesses:
Teodoro Lobato
Ju an Jose Samora
Faustin Butieros Gatarino Butieres all
of Sabinoso, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

Kate Douglas Wlggln.
Musical Glasses.
Musical glasses are ordinary drinking glasses so tuned by their size anf
thickness that a damp finger pass4l
round their brims produces the note
of the scale.
Almost any ordinary
diatonic air can be produced on then,
also simple harmonies.
Animals in Hedges.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Those quaint box hedges, which cm
sometimes sees nowadays In the BritLand
U.
S.
Department of the Interior,
ish isles, cut out on the top Into curiOffice at Clayton, New Mexico,
ous little shapes of birds and ahimaK
are of exceedingly ancient HneajTR.
Apr. 29 1119.
Pliny the Younger, In describing U
Notice is hereby given that
Lyell S. Hazer, of, Kephart N. garden of one of his villus, mentlor
M. who, on Se3t20, 1U15, made H. E. "animals In box, facing each other
and this was, perhaps, in about Usa
No. 019854, for NEi-NEJ.

yor.r 1nr) A.

I

.

THE

All EPITOME

RECORD OF THB
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
. S
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE.
MENT8, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Wnuri Nawpapr Union wawa nica.
WESTERN
The whole state of Montana was put
In Btandard mountain time at the

st

Interests, according to an announcement by the inter-itat- e
of commercial

commerce commission.
Chief of Police Henry J. Nedderman
nag arrested in Oakland on indictment
by the grand Jury returned in connection with investigation Into charges
that protection had been granted gamblers on payment of $10,000 monthly.

Threatened renewal of tong warring
San Francisco, has been
.verted, Chinese leaders announced, by
promise of the Sen Suey Ylng tong to
pay $8,000 indemnity to relatives of
Hlh Sen Men, slain in a recent tong

In Chinatown,

war.
SeMiss Ruth Garrison,
attle girl, recently acquitted of the
charge of murdering Mrs. Grace Glatz
Storrs, her rival in love, was committed by the Superior Court to the in-

sane ward of the state penitentiary at
Walla Walla.
transmission line
The 100,000-vol- t
built by the Intermountain Power company from the Washington Waterpow-e- r
company's plant at Long Lake,
Wash., to Taunton, the first station
west of Othello., Wash., at a cost of
1550,000, lias been completed.
The unconscious form of Leo
a Siamese member of a cavalry
troop, with his throat tightly bound
with strands of wire, was found in a
tent at the Presidio military reservation at San Francisco, when he failed
to appear in the main bout of a boxing
contest which was being held at the
Delt-vlgl-

post

Francisco Villa has established
headquarters at Parral, which place
he took May 8, with a force of 3,000
men. lie has allotted to each of the
mining companies in the neighborhood
twenty of the captured federal garrison, with orders that the mining companies employ them as miners and pay
them $1.25 per day each.
flve-tae- l
Ninety-sicans of opium,
valued at $18,000, were seized in three
safety deposit boxes in a bank at Los
Angeles, where they had been stored,
It Is alleged, by Henry Wong, a Chinese. The seizure was made by the
state board of pharmacy. Officials
of the board declared that this was
the largest seizure made In this state
Wong was arrested,
in some time.
charged with violating the state poison act.
x

'

EM

FOREIGN

OF '

LATE LIVE HEWS

army

SPANISH-AMERICA-

WASHINGTON
Locomotive cranes, cars and other
equipment to the value of $18,000,000
have been turned over by the War Department to the railroad administration for sale to the railroads at market prices.
Sales of surplus subsistence supplies held by the army overseas have
totalled $50,000,000, the War Department announced today, the American
relief commission taking goods valued
at $10,000,000, the Czechoslovak government $16,000,000, Rumania $14,000,-000- ,
and Poland $10000,000. The sales
Include 22,000,000 pounds of bacon to
the1' three governments named.
Contracts for at least 500 airplanes
of the very latest types would be
awarded American manufacturers under plans prepared by the army air
service and sent to Secretary Baker
for his consideration.
Carl Welnlngel, a German alien, just
released from the penitentiary at Salem, after serving a five-yesentence,
was taken to the county Jail to await
deportation proceedings as an undesirable alien.
Appointment of a committee of state
highway officials to
with
the federal bureau of public roads In
carrying out provisions of the federal
Kid road act and its amendments has
been announced through the Department of Agriculture.
Shipbuilding this year has continued
the fast pace set during the war. The
Shipping Board announced that from
anuary 1st to May 7th, American
yards turned out 204 steamships of
781,980 gross tons, all except thlrty-plnwhich were of steel construction.
April was the banner month, the total
ships of
deliveries being ninety-thre- e
0
B20.280 gross tons, an Increase of
tons over the record set last Oce,

57,-00-

tober.

Casualties of combat divisions In
France have been announced by the
War Department. The heaviest losses
were sustained by the Second regular
army division, with 25,076 killed and
wounded, and the lightest by the
Eighty-eight- h
national army division
with ninety casualties.
Soldiers who have lost their baggage
while en route from the front to the
United States are advised by the War
Department to send their names, present addresses and a description of the
missing property to the lost baggage
deoot Hoboken. N. J.

The honorary degree of doctor o
laws was conferred on Gen. John J.
Pershing by the University of St. An.
drews, the oldest university in Scotland.
Thousands of people headed by men
carrying red flags, surrounded Hotel
Adlon in Berlin, shouting "Throw out
the Americans I" and "Kill the en
tente I" following a meeting on the
peace treaty.
The Russian soviet government, ac
cording to reports received, hns ad'
vised the population of Petrograd to
leave without delay. All government
departments will depart from Petro
grad by July 1.
The magnificent castle of Prince
Taalllo, which contains art gems val
ued at many millions, has been confis
cated and closed by the Hungarian sov
iet government. It will be converted
into a sanatorium.
The latest fad among English soci
ety women is to be photographed in
bed. The custom Is being imported
from
France, where fashionable
women are accustomed to receiving
visitors while In bed.
More than 330,000 men, women and
children In Armenian provinces are
facing death from starvation and pi
demlc diseases, according to cab-'.- ad
vices made public by the Presbyterian
board of foreign missions.
Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, head of the
commission to feed Russia, lias gone
to that country to negotiate directly
with Nikolai Leulne, the Bolshevist
premier, on the question of food re
lief and the cessation of fighting.
A news agency dispatch from Bel
grade reported thai large Italian
forces had been landed at Zara and
in Dalmatla, and were
Sebenico,
marching into the interior, fortifying
the mountain passes as they advanced,
The capital of the British empire
mourned for Edith Cavell, the heroic
nurse murdered by the Germans in
'Brussels in 1015. Her body, exhumed
from the place where the Germans had
burled it, was received with Impressive
military honors at Victoria station. Af
ter services at Westminster abbey, the
body was taken to her native town,
Norwich, for interment. The coach con
taining the coffin was draped in pur
'

ple.

SPORT
Ben Parrlsh, heavyweight wrestler.
who defeated Ben Guido, of the East
ern Slope, in a short bout ut Montrose,
will meet Charles Blechn, of Denver,
here soon.
Private Orville B. York, Fifth Ma
rlnes, who less than a year ago was
attending high school in Canton, Ohio,
has become the recognized pistol shot
cltampion of the American Expedition
ary Forces at L'Mans, France.
May 26 Is the date set for the return match between Battling Levlnsky
and Harry Greb, at McKinney's club
at Canton, Ohio, the distance to be
fifteen rounds. Billy Ryan, the Cincinnati welterweight, will face young Nell
In

a special

the same ev

enlng.

It was necessary for Johnny

Kil- -

e
ag
bnne to muster all of his
gressiveness in the last four rounds of
d
go with Ralph Brady of
his
Syracuse at Cleveland, to win the bout
by a shade. Brady carried the righting
to the featherweight champion and
made lilm put forth his best
old-tim-

ten-roun-

GENERAL
Among bills signed by Governor Ste
phens of California, was one prohibit
ing the shooting of game from air
planes.
Mrs. Theodore

Roosevelt,

widow of

the late former president returned
from Euroie on the steamship, Giu
seppe Verdi, which she boarded at
Genoa.

Arrested for vagrancy at Omaha,
Earl Beavers showed assets of $100,
000. He told the Judge he had made It
bootlegging, but had retired from the
game. "The police are Jealous of me,"
Beavers said.
Kansas City police are searching
high and low for two $100 Liberty
bonds. Harold Luther and Alton Cox
attached the bonds to their kites and
tiie strings broke.
Lloyd Cluy, aged 24, a negro, alleged
to have assaulted a young white
woman, was lynched and then his body
burned at Vicksburg by a mob of between 800 and 1,000 persons.
Gov. Walter E. Edge resigned as
governor of New Jersey, to take his
seat ns the state's Junior United States
senator. William N. Runyon, presl
dent of the Senate, was sworn In as
acting governor.
Aerial delivery between Cleveland
and Chicago has started, according to
postal officials. Eight machines will
be employed, It was said. They will be
employed In fours, two going and two
coming, according to the present pro
gram.
Three masked bandits, with drawn
revolvers, robbed the First National
0
Batik at Dulton, 111., of between
and $20,000. The robbers drove
the cashier and his woman assistant
Into the vaults, looted the cash drawers and escaped in an automobile.
An army balloon, carrying four passengers, arrived in St. Louis from
Omaha, Neb., traveling the distance in
approximately sixteen hours. The balloon at times reached an altitude of
10,000 feet, they said. The party left
Omaha with St. Louis as Its objective.
Sporadic fighting is reported between striking street car men and police in the streets of Windsor, Ontario. The trouble started when the
car company attempted to operate cars
with strikebreakers. Cars have been
idle for a week, owing to a strlkt by
the men for higher wages.
$15,-00-

FAMOUS

)4

PEACE TREATIES
By II. IRVING KING

,

(Copyright, 191, by the McClure News paper. Syndicate.)

TREATY OF BASLE, 1795.
The Treaty That Brought

L

Recognition to France. After Her Revolution.

The fall of Robespierre In 1794 introduced a more moderate and conciliatory spirit Into the councils of republican Fr nee, while at the same
time the victorious campaigns of the
French armies cooled the ardor with
which the hostile princes who surrounded the young republic had been
prosecuting the war. The smaller German princes were especially desirous
of bringing such a ruinous war to an
end. At a diet of the empire It was
declared that Germany bad no Intention of Interfering with the domestic
affairs of France and negotiations
looking to a satisfactory peace should
be begun. Before this France had,
since the revolution and the execution
of the king, been an outlaw among European nations.
In Italy the grand
duke of Tuscany was already negotiating with France for a peace, being the
first of the European rulers to recognize the French republic. Austria and
England, however, declared that the
war must go on. But Austria had almost ceased fighting and the emperor
retired to Vienna In discouragement.
The republican armies held Belgium
and the left bank of the Rhine and had
even made conquests beyond that
river.
Opened Strongholds to French Forces.
The prince of Orange fled to England and the Dutch opened their
strongholds to the French forces. Savoy and Nice were in the hands of
France, and the Austrlans In Piedmont
were held In check by Bonaparte-- 7
whose military genius was now beginning to be universally recognized and
who had been promoted to be a brigadier general.
Spain, which had suffered many reverses, many of her cities being In
French hands, was only kept in the
coalition by the desire of the king to
safeguard the children of Louis XVI
and the pressure of the British. Pruswith
sia was already negotiating
France. In the spring of 1705 Harden-berg- ,
on the part of Prussia and
an experienced French diplomat, on the part of the republic, con

cluded at Basle. Switzerland, a treaty
which was approved by the committee
of public snfety. of which Cambaceres
was the head. The Jacobins objecting,
Cambaceres said: "Do you wish per
petual war? If so, 1 can tell the peo
ple they are ruined by too many dem
agogues. We shall trace the natural
limits of the republic, make sure of
the rivers which, after watering sev
eral of our departments, flow to the
sea ; set limits to the countries now oc
cupied by our arms."
The treaty was signed between Prus
sia and France at Basle on April 5,
1795.
By this treaty the Rhine was
made the eastern boundary of France
until peace was concluded with the
empire and a line of demarcation fixed
the neutrality of northern Germany,
for which Prussia was to be respon
sible. By a secret article It was
agreed that If, at the conclusion of a
general peace with the empire, France
retained the left bank of the Rhine
Prussia hould receive a territorial In
demnity for Its possessions there, the
same to be taken- - from Austria or some
other handy nation, and France would
see that she got
Treaty With Holland.
In May a treaty was concluded with
Holland by which Dutch Flanders,
Maestrlcht Venloo and Flushing received French garrisons. Holland paid
an indemnity and gave up half her
land and sea forces to France. On
July 22 a treaty with Spain was signed
at Basle, by which all conquests In that
country were abandoned, but Santo
Domingo ceded to France. The little
dauphin was dead In his prison, but
the princess royal it was arranged to
exchange for certain French officers,
At first France demanded that Spain
give her back Louisiana, but that claim
A retrocession was
wns abandoned.
forced five years later, however.
Prussia, Spain, the republics of Genoa and Venice, Holland, Switzerland,
Turkey, Sweden, Denmark, the
towns and Tuscany now fol
lowed the example of the United States
In entering Into peaceful relations with
the French republic.

it
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Satisfaction for the
sweet tooth
Aid to appetite and

digestion
benefit
and enjoyment in
'
LASTING form.

ml
k

pf

:3

And only 5 cents
a package.

z3

)c5"P3

Han-seati-

flavor Las ta
Subtlety wins but wisdom holds.

Cuticura Stops
Itching and
the Hair,

MS

IVI

"vV.

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
6?
has been a household remedy all over
the civilized world for more than half
Saves
a century for constipation, Intestinal
8okp96, OlntnmitX A50,TslonmC
llldninlito;
troubles, torpid liver and the generally
Saalom."
Himpla
oh Ira of "OsUcmra, Dapt
accompanies
feeling
depressed
that
By H. IRVING KING
such disorders. It is a most valuable nupv n v VII I rovtcm NTWm?'5
remedy for indigestion or nervous dys- UAIOI HI MLLLfl ATTRACTS ANDH1LL8
(Copyright,
alaan,oniaiBantal,aon-vanian- t,
pepsia and liver trouble, bringing on
ehaap. &afbl
up
coming
palpitafood,
headache,
of
(II aaaaon. Minia of
PEACE OF TILSIT, 1807.
natal, cut 1PÜ1 ar
sympmany
tion of heart, and
other
topo.ar ; will Bat aoB
arrthiryt.
or Injur
toms. A few doses of August Flower
Napoleon, the Conqueror, Cut Up Europe to Suit His Needs.
Sold br imm. ar
will relieve you. It Is a gentle laxaprepaid, uh
The treaty of Tilsit signalized the days was Imposed on the Prussian na tive. Ask your druggist. Sold In all
Brookljm. N. T.
HAKÜUJ tttlaltwa, 1M L Kattl At..
defeat of the fourth coalition against tion, and she was allowed to keep a civilized countries. Adv.
France, which consisted of Russia, standing army of no more than 42,000
Mystery Explained.
Keeping It Up.
Prussia, Austria, England and Swe- men. She was reduced to a second- stood amid the blaze and splenHe
A maid servant applied for a week
den. Napoleon had won the battles of rate power.
dor of his magnificent mansion, and;
Frederick William sent for his wife, end off, as her home was distant, for In
Jena, Auerstadt, Eylau and Frledland ;
his hand he held the portrait of a.
all continental Europe was at his feet ; Queen Louise, In the hope that her the purpose of being at home on her beautiful woman. His face was pale-anhe dictated the terms of peace. The wit and beauty might Induce Napoleon parents' silver wedding day.
haggard, and his lips moved con-The leave was granted, and the maid vulslvely.
Russian army had been thrown back to recede somewhat from these hard
over the river Niemen in the northeast terms. But she was unsuccessful and returned.
What was this mystery. Was thls
"Well," said her mistress, "did every
corner of Prnssla. Napoleon went to on July 9 the treaty between Prussia
picture of his departed wife?
the
thing go off satisfactory?"
the town of Tilsit on that river and and France was signed.
No.
Hard as the conditions imposed on
"Oh, yes, thank you, ma'am," said
opened negotiations with Emperor
Was it the portrait of his dead but
Alexander. The king of Prussia, whose Prussia were Napoleon had been too the girl, "and mother told roe to say
remembered daughter.
dearly
domains were entirely In the grasp of lenient; for he left the bandit nation ehe Is very grateful to you for letting
No.
the conqueror, came to Tilsit but was still In existence, the Hohenzollerns me off."
What, then, was the canse of hi
still on the throne, the germs of woes
"And what did your father say?"
allowed no part in the negotiations.
haggard
face?
to
on
unutterable
generations.
a
future
Aft asked the lady.
In a stately pavilion erected
Was it not the same portrait that
gorgeously decorated raft anchored In erwards, at St. Helena, Napoleon bit
"Oh, lor I ma'am," replied the girl
ago had fallen from Rathe middle of the river Alexander and terly regretted that "his heart had "he wasn't there. He's been dead this two11, minutes
a lump as big as a
na
rnised
and
reason
sealed
his
began
what
disapproved."
and
on
25
met
June
Napoleon
20 years."
egg
on
head?
his
hen's
Regretted Great Haste.
the drafting of a treaty between RusIt was.
"I was In too great a hurry at Tilsia and France which was signed by
That Friend!
the two emperors on Jnly 7. Russia sit," said he. "I should have remained
"Mother doesn't think she'll go to
A Diagnosis.
In
year
hand
a
on the Niemen and In Prussia
was given practically a free
the theater with us tonight, Albert."
"Oh, doctor," said a worried looking
Turkey, allowed to seize, if she could, and then devoured Prussia. I should
"Is that so? I have got three tickets. agrarian, "My wife is in an awful conthe Danublan principalities, and, In have deposed Frederick William and What shall I do with the third one?"
dition I From a medium fat woman she
to
assent
proclamation
did
a
not
issned
the
Turkey
declaring that
case
"Give it to the man you always go has been reduced to skin and bones.
peace, to have all of Turkey In Eu- the house of Hohenzollern bad ceased
out to see between the acts. He can She talks Incessantly in a loud squawkto reign."
rope except Constantinople and
ns and you won't have to go ing voice, begins a sentence and never
Says Lord Rosebery: "It is strange sit with
The two emperors also dis
see him."
out
and
finishes it and jumps from subject to
to
observe
Frederick
Indeed
how tienrtlly, as If
cussed the fate of Prussia.
subject without uttering anything that
William begged the czar to make the by a foreboding, he hates Prussia."
Complimentary to Him.
has the least sense to It"
Not strange at all, for his keen mind
best terms he could for hlra.
He But I asked you, dearest, to
"H'm! I see!" returned the physi-cioIn
the
of
retirement
Helena
saw
St
What His Reason Disapproved.
"Go home, Mr. Gabbleby, and take
even more clearly than at Tilsit the keep our engagement a secret for the
Napoleon said to Alexander: "What
present.
out your party line telephone at once.
danger
to
the
world
of
Prusslanlsm
I
your
grant
at
Prussia
grant
to
ever
She I couldn't help it. That hateful Your wife has been listening la on it
Intercession." adding that in that mat under the lead of the robber barons Miss Oldum
said the reason I wasn't too much." Kansas City Star.
Zollern.
of
ter his "heart caused him to seal what
Prussia Immediately after the treaty married was because no fool had prohis reason dlsapproted."
posed to me, so I up and told her you
Lots of people make fortunes out of
The best terms Czar Alexander of Tilsit began to circumvent the con- bad. Brooklyn Citizen.
people's curiosities.
other
ditions
with
regard
to
army
by
her
could get for his friend the Prussian
king, were these: All the lands that Instituting short terms of enlistment
Prussia had stolen In the partition of so arranged as to amount to universal
Poland In 1793 and 1795 were taken military service, and to prepare the
from her and erected into the Grand way for her future aggrandizement.
Duchy, of Warsaw, an Independent One hundred and seven years from
Polish state. Prussia ceded to Napo- the time she seemed utterly crushed
leon all her territory west of the she attempted world empire and
Elbe, most of which was added to the nearly "got away with It"
By the treaty of Tilsit Czar Alexannew kingdom of Westphalia, which was
constructed for Napoleon's brother, der agreed that If England did not
assent to the peace he should declare
A small portion of Prussian
Jerome.
territory was given to Russia and a war against her. If Sweden objected
King Fred- he was to send an army into that
small portion to Saxony.
erick William was allowed to retain country.
only Old Prussia, Pomeranla, BrandDig In, Not Out
enburg and Silesia. And even the latThe soldier whose specialty had
ter province had "a string to It," for
the king of Saxony, to whom the been sewer trenches for some months
grand duchy of Warsaw was as- past wns found leaning on his shovel.
"What are you dreaming about
signed, was to keep open a military
Prussia was re now?" the noncom asked.
road across Silesia.
;
"I was just thinking," responded
duced to half her former territory and
the shovel wlelder, "that If these
deprived of her most Important towns;
!
for Danzig became a free city and ditches were straight up and down InMagdeburg went to Jerome Bonaparte.
stead of lengthwise, I'd have dug my
Usual price: 15 4
package.
Prussia was obliged to close her ports way back home long before this."
inagainst British commerce. A war
The Spiker (Engineers Railway,
H
JiUUl J.UJU.,l...Jl..4.
demnity of a large amount for those United States Army).
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and had often seen this scheme
In the Wisconsin pineries to
"lift" stranded rafts of logs to safety.
The project was at first received with
ridicule by Colonel Bailey's superiors.
It was declared impossible of achieveI
TetOwrtwiW ISTfeid IcMhrl
,
ment by the best engineers In the
1
ti
I
army.
Only General Franklin, Baift
V
l
U LiV
J BUI t. 1 II
How Brilliant Exploit of Wisconsin ley's Immediate superior, offered any
For Infanta and Children.
encouragement
Lumberman Prevented Union
But there was nothing else to be
Vessels From Falling Into the done, and at length the Wisconsin
lumberman
dubiously
granted
Hands of the Confederates or permission towas
put his project to the
proof. His first step was to requisiBeing Destroyed.
tion detachments of "pinery boys"
from the 23d and 20th Wisconsin regim AT r.nnot.-- 3 PER CEH
(By Frederic Merk. Research Assistant ments,
who understood what was to
of the Wisconsin Historical Society)
Food bTEeéttIi.- imilntfnrl
IFTY-FIVyenrs ago, in the be done and how to go about It.
In all, 3,000 men were employed In
spring of 1804, a Wisconsin
Brawny lumberjacks
lumberman, by a brilliant ex- the enterprise.
ploit, saved the Bed river fleet from Maine vied with those from Wisof the Mississippi squadron from de- consin In prosecuting the work ; catchstruction. He thereby incidentally af- ing the spirit of these Instructors, solt
iiclihttOpltim,Morphliienor!
forded a capital illustration of that diers who had never seen a
v
fertility of expedients and mechanical also worked with a will. Hundreds
HincraLlsoTNARCOTiv, I
genius which chiefly distinguished the of men were se$ to felling trees ; other
1
northern soldier In th Qlvlj war from hundreds tolled in the quarries that
were opened for the ocension; and
his southern opponent In arms "
To thwart the Intrigues of Napoleon 200 or 300 wagons were engaged" In
III.,, who had sent a French army into the essential work of transporting the
Mexico, the federal government de- materials for the dam. Up to their
sired To gain a strong military foot- necks In the swift current, which
hold In Texas. To this end it was swept over the rapids at the rate of
A ,olirfiil Remedy ftf
planned to send a Union army and nine miles an hour, under the blisterConstlpationandDlarrlioe
fleet into Interior Texas by way of ing southern sun, the men toiled with
"
na reven
the Red river. Since the Bed river utmost good humor and never a word
Toccnir Sleep 1
was navigable only In the spring, ns of complaint.
resníthertfrorajnh
At the end of eight days the river
that season approached preparations
were made for launching the cam- was sufficiently high to permit three
of the lighter gunboats to pass the
paign.
The nrmy under General Banks, upper foils, where they had been held,
jBiCEiroimCoiwfi
supported by Admiral Porter's fleet and come down to a position immewtW "YORK.
of gunboats, begun the ascent of the diately above the dam, ready to pass
river. But matters went badly for the lower rapids. One more day, and
the Invading force almost from the the dam would be high enough to
permit nil to come down In readiness
beginning.
The union leaders quarreled among themselves; the prepara- for the final attempt.
With success thus about to be
tions made were inadequate; much
delay was encountered In establishing achieved, however, a discouraging disExact Copy of Wrapper.
TT.
MI MimuMI MHMMTf H
a civil government In Louisiana ; worst aster occurred. On the morning of
of all, the Bed river suddenly began the ninth day the steadily Increasing
to fall, when by all precedents It pressure of the water caused two of
f"3
should have risen. Admiral Porter, the stone barges In the middle of the
1
fearful that his fleet would be caught dam to swing aside, and through the
1
U
opening thus created the accumulated
torrent swirled. The three lighter
vessels that were In position to make
the passage, together with a fourth
that had meanwhile come up, promptly
took advantage of the break, and passv
ing the remaining rapids on the flood
There tire millions of people who what
does to the teet- htide, safely reached the deeper water
toiler almost dally from the horrors how It eats right through the hard
an
Indigestion ; sour, 'enamel and causes them to decay.
below.
tíassy,
stomach ; distressing heartburn ; Think then of the havoc that must
Somewhat encouraged by the escape
;
lickenlng
painful be caused by excess acid la the stomof at least four of the vessels, the
i, ' y "i ' '
bloat and that miserable, puffed up, ach!
men bravely set about repairing the
tumpy feeling after eating. Many of , Even If you are not suffering any
damage that had been done. Within
ese people have tried treatment after immediate stomach pains, but are not
three days the break had been closed,
treatment; medicine after medicine; feeling just as fit and fine as you
s
conithers have gone to doctors and stom-tc- h should, you should by all means make
and In addition two
specialists and some to hospitals, this test: Go to your drug store at
structed on the upper falls. The reout in spite of all of their efforts they nce and get a big box of EATONIC.
maining gunboats, somewhat
lifted
have obtained no lasting relief or a It Is In the form of pleasant-tastin- g
by the backwater of the wing dams,
permanent cure.
tablets you eat them like a bit of
were now hauled over the upper falls,
Thpse Rvmntnma slmnlv mpnn acld- - candy. EATONIC is prepared for Just
and on May 12, amid the tumultuous
itomach. If allowed to run on, they one purpose correcting
cheers of 30,000 soldiers lined up along
tro very likely to cause a lot of seri- by driving out the excess acid.
the shore, made the perilous passage
Dyspepsia, rheumatism, EATONIC literally absorbs the excess
ous trouble.
rout, lumbago, sciatica, splitting head-ich- acid. It brings Instant relief from
over the lower fulls to the deep water
dizzy spells, nervousness, sleep- the pains of indigestion, heartburn,
below.
lessness, mental depression, melan- belching, sour, gassy stomacft, bloat,
"Words are Inadequate to express the
sweet,
pure,
stomach
feeling
and
etc.
makes
the
It
of llstlessness
colía, a
I feel for the ability of
admiration
l,
puts
comfortable,
It in a
these are Just a few of cool and
Lieutenant Colonel Bailey," wrote Adhealthy condition, so that your
he disorders which can be traced to
miral Porter In his official report to
As a matter of fact, food is properly digested. You need
Lieutenant Colonel Bailey.
the Navy department. "This is withis often the direct cause every bit of strength you can possibly
f those almost incurable conditions get out of the food yon eat and
out doubt the best engineering feat
EATONIC helps you get it.
In the shnllows, hurriedly descended ever performed.
nown as catarrh of the stomach,
Under the best cirDon't put this test off if you value the stream, and the nrmy, deprived of cumstances, a private company would
ulcer, and cancer of the stomach. The lives of those who suffer your future good health and happiits support and already savagely han- not have completed the work under
Trom these serious troubles are noth- ness. You run no chance at all beby the opposing Confederate
dled
one year, and to an ordinary mind
Surely, cause EATONIC Is absolutely guaring short of dally agony.
force, followed after.
the whole thing would have appeared
Aen, you must see how Important It anteed to give you relief or your drugAt Alexandria, in central Louisiana, an Impossibility. Leaving out his abilIs to go at once to the seat of the gist will
refund your money. The
the retreating federals found them- ity as an engineer the credit he has
You know cost is a mere trifle.
trouble
selves face to face with a crisis. At conferred upon the country he has
this point the Bed river Is broken by salved the Union a valuable fleet worth
a mile of rapids; the stream had fal- nearly $2,000,000; more, he has delen so quickly that the gunboats could prived the enemy of a triumph which
no longer navigate this stretch of the would have emboldened them to carry
channel, The stage of the water was on the war a year or two longer, for
but three feet four inches, whereas the Intended departure of the army
ACID-STOMACYOUR
Porter's larger gunboats, with their was a fixed fact, and there was nothheavy armament, drew at least seven ing left for me to do in case that
If a man Is wide awake during the feet.
Very Naturally.
event occurred but to destroy every,
Gert What did Myrt do when she day he can afford to sleep at night.
was Indeed a desperate situ- part of the vessels so that the ConHere
homely?
was
you
said she
und out
of
could make nothing
Most of us are willing to take up ationthe army far from its source of federates
Mabel Oh, she got real ugly about
them."
hostile
midst
of
a
supplies,
in
the
our cross, bqt it must be a gilt one.
country, the victorious enemy pressing
On .June 11, 1804, congress adopted
In hot pursuit, and the $2,000,000 fleet a resolution of thanks to Lieutenant
Counterfeiter Caught I The New York health authorities had a Breofe-Jy- n
marooned by falling water. It seemed Colonel Bailey "for distinguished servmanufacturer sentenced to the penitentiary for selling throughout
to almost every one that the only course
ices in the recent campaign on the
the United States million of "Talcum powder" tablet as Aspirin Tableta,
open was to blow up the vessels to Bed river, by which the gunboat floprevent their falling Into the hands tilla under Bear Admiral David D.
of the enemy.
Porter was rescued from Imminent
But not to every one, for a brave peril." A few months later the offWisconsin soldier had another Idea icers of Admiral Porter's fleet preof the matter. Lieut. Col. Joseph Bai- sented him with a. beautiful sword
ley of the Fourth Wisconsin, who was and loving cup, and before the year
Don't ask for Aspirin Tablets say "Bayerl"
serving at the time as acting engineer was over he had been promoted, by
Don't buy Aspirin in a pill box! Get Bayer package!
of the Nineteenth army corps, came order of the War department, to the
forward wlth a plan for bringing the rank of brevet brigadier general. Thus
only
"Bayer
is
Crow"
your
the
that
forget
Don't
Ironclads to safety. It was to raise did one Wisconsin lumberjack win
protection against dangerous counterfeits.
the level of the water above the rap-Id- s his spurs and at the same time vaby constructing a great dam across liantly serve his country, in the great
the river. When a sufficient depth of civil conflict of half a century ago.
Don't fail to say to druggist:
water had accumulated he proposed The visitor to the museum of the Wisto break the dam in the center, thus consin State Historical society, at the
"I want 'Bayer Tablets of Aspirin'
forcing the vessels with the outrushlng foot of University hill at Madison,
in a Bayer package." The genuine I
flood through the shallows and Into may still see the sword and loving
the deep water below. Before the war cup which Colenel Bailey's admiring
brother officers presented him.
Buy only the regular Bayer packColonel Bailey had been a lumberman,
1
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SAVED FLEET

LIFT CORNS OFF

Suffered for Years

IT DOESN'T HURT

FROjKAPTURE

.
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suffered untold agony with my
kidneys for years," says John Barnett,
30
Virginia Plac, Buffalo, N. Y.
"Sometimes I felt that I would burn
up with fever, but every now and then
would have a severe chill. Often my
domes were wringing
wet with perspira-

costs only few cents
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Strong and

With fingers ! Corns lift out and
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Always

Kiseratle From Kidney Trouble.
Doan'i Hade Nr. Barnett

rain? No, not one bit! Just drop
a little Freezone on that touchy corn,
Instantly It stops aching, then you lift
that bothersome corn right off. Tes,
magic
Costs only a few cents.
Try Freezone I Your druggist sells a
tiny bottle, sufficient to rid your feet of
every hard corn, soft corn, or corn
between the toes, and calluses, without
one particle of pain, soreness or Irritation. Freezone Is the mysterious
ether discovery of a Cincinnati genius.
1

tion. The kidney secretions were unnatural in color and
odor and burned terribly. At night my
shoes were so tight
on my feet that I
could hardly get them
off and my hands
swelled so I couldn't'
hold a teacup. My

back!
Oh, how it
Rr. BuMtt
achedl I walked with
two canes and was all bent over like
an aged man. When the terrible pains
shot through my kidneys, my knees
would give way and many times I bad
to be lifted to my feet by people on
the street. I didn't car whether I
lived or died, I was so miserable.
I
finally used Doon't Kidney Pili and
they cured me of all kidney. trouble,
Doan'i made me strong and well."

Bworn to before me,
WILCOX, Com. of

Deed.

A.. A.

Get Doaa's at

Ar

Stare, 60s a Boa

DOAN'SV.V

CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
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Value of Canadian Farm Land.
In the annual report of the CanaWhat Esau Sold.
dian bureau of statistics, recently IsBobby was entertaining the air pilot sued, it appears that the average value
who wus waiting to see his sister.
of farm land In the dominion, Includ"Fancy," said Bobby, "flying ma- ing improved and unimproved land
chines are mentioned In the Bible."
buildings, was $46 an acre in 1918.
"Are they really?" asked the Inter- The average was $44 in 1917, $41 in
ested sub.
191G, $40 in 1915, and $38 in 1914.
"Well, In his sermon this morning
the vicar said that Esau sold his heir-ihi- p
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
to his brother- - Jacob," replied by LOCAL.
APPLICATIONS, aa they
Bobby.
Stray Stories.
cannot reach the seat ot the disease.
Catarrh is a local disease, greatly Influenced by constitutional conditions. HALL'8
CATARRH MEDICINE will cura catarrh.
Cutlcura for Sore Hands.
It Is taken Internally and acta through
Soak hands on retiring in the hot ends the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of tha
System.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
if Cuticura Soap, dry and rub in
la composed of some of the best tonic
Ointment.
Remove surplus known, combined with some of th beat
The perfect combination
Ointment with tissue paper. This la blood purlflers.
of the Ingredients In HALL'S CATARRH
only one of the things Cutlcura will do MEDICINE Is what produce such wonresult In catarrhal condition.
1 Soap, Ointment and Talcum are used derful
Druggist 75a Testimonial free.
Zor all toilet purposes.
Co., Props., Toledo, Ot
Adv.
F. . Cheney
Cu-ilcu-ra

acid-mout- h
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Aspirin "DONTS"

Course Taken by Germany Resembles
Closely Neat Trick That It
Credited to Sheridan.

Board's Visit Over, Small Boy Couldnt
See Further Necessity for So
Much Soap antd Water.

"The Germans, by fooling us with
German bolshevlsm, hoped to' escape
the payment of war Indemnities," said
1 congressman.
"It reminds me of a story about
Sheridan, the spendthrift playwright
"Gunter, the confectioner, left his
statement with Sheridan one morning,
and a few hours later Hanson, the
Ironmonger, called.
"Hanson was very pressing on the
subject of his account. He harangued
and he harangued. Sheridan, broke,
as usual, paced the floor in despair.
"But suddenly an idea atruck the
spendthrift and he said :
"'You know Gunter?'
"One of the safest men In London,' Hanson replied.
"Then you will be satisfied if I
give you his bill for the amount?'
" "Certainly.'
"Sheridan thereupon handed the
ironmonger Gunter's neatly folded account, Bnatched up his hat and rushed

He was a new little boy at the orphanage and was much Impressed by
all the scrubbing and cleaning he saw
done there, more so because he had
come from a home In which disorder
and dirt had held sway. He could
not understand it; more than that,
it irritated him, and when he got the
steps
job of scrubbing the dining-roohe was almost ready to leave.
But Just then came a new excitement to the home. The board was
coming to make its annual tour of inspection, and the cleaning was doubled. "Get ready for the board," was
the home watchword, it seemed, and
he being very human, decided to stay
until that big event was over.
The day of visiting came and passed.
The next morning the new youngster
sought the matron. "Now that them
boards has been here, I don't see no
use of scrubbing them steps so often
do you?" he asked.

forth."

sor

They even obey their par-

"Yes.
ents."

1 1 1 1
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The genuine American owned "Bayer Tablets of
Aspirin" have been proved safe by millions for Pain,
Headache, Neuralgia, Toothache, Earache, Rheumatism,
Lumbago, Colds, Grippe, Influenzal Colds, Joint Pains,
Neuritis. Proper dosage on every "Bayer" package.
Boxes of 12 tablets

Atarlo it tic

timd

nark of

Bottles of 24

Biir

Bottles of 100

Also Capsules.

Manufactura of MoaoiccllncidciUr

of Salicjlicacld

Very Likely.
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Is Your Table Briall
A Real Part of the Ileal?
There's no food value in coffee or tea.
Thev are only accomoaniments to the

meal

-
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f0STUM
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'

u

outstretched hand of the monument

Ominous.

v

f

Appropriate.

Outside Brussels Is a large monument of a German general. When tha
allies started to advance last year,
some wit placed a handbag with the
words "To Berlin" printed on, in tha

"What killed your case In court?"
"I don't notice anything of a music
"I guess it was the fact of its be
rack about here." "Just wait until
lng a short circuit court."
yon hear Sallle begin to play."

r

''J

children."

"They are

"That

age with the safety "Bayer Crow"
upon it and on each tablet inside

,

,

CEREAL

is part cf the meal and a right royal
part, as one weLUknows who enjoys a
cup of this snappy,
hot,
invigorating drink.
foil-flavor-

'

ed

Why do hundreds of thousands of
Americans now drink Postum in
erence to coffee?

pref--v

The better health from a 10 days' trial
in your home will tell.

'

: '
í

'aw,

Postum is boiled just like coffee (15
minutes after boiling begins), is a beverage of rich, delicious flavor, and

f

economical.
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HOW THE FLEET ESCAPED.

Two sizes, cssaHy soli at 15c
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Frank L. Schultz,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Col. Frank O. White

ail Insurance
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Reliable Company, Prompt &
Full Settlements.
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Serve It m Toast With a Garnish
Scotch Blessings, but the Cap.
tain "Stumps" Him.

of

"If every tick and knock; against th
T. M. C. A. service overseas could
have been handled as am American
captain I know treated
in his
company there would be more In the
air of what- the 'Y' did and less of
what tliey failed to do," said 'John M.
Currle of llelrose, Mass., who is Just
home from operating Red Triangle
huts in the Calais and Tpres sectors.
The censor one evening came acrosa
a letter from a boy to his folks back
home, In which the "Y" was panned
and served on toast with a garnish of
nil the Scotch blessings and reverse
English the boy had on hand. Now
the censor Is a pretty tired man," and
I should not have blamed him if he
had let that letter go. But .there was
an extra strong touch of exaggeration
In it that roused the censor's sense of
i
Justice.
So he sent the letter to the, captain
of the boy's company and the captain
called the boy in. This Is the converone-cas-

We take your note fof the premium
without Interest until after maturity.

r

a

Roy Realty & Loan Company,
ROY, New Mexico,

"""

y

Office in the old Telephone Building, ROY, N.M

'

DAWSON

Public Sale
.

Thu. May 29 ,19

Miss Thresa Verga, Fred
Miss Ethel Elek,
Mike
Auction
I will offer at Public
Pegliasatti,
'and
Mrs.
Brantley
at my farm 4 miles east of
Steve
:crowd
Elek,
a
1
of
No.
Mosquero,
camp
a
attended
dance
7
at No.
Sale to commence at 10 o'clock
camp Dawson last Sunday and
propfollowing
A. M. sharp, the
all reported a good time.
erty to wit
Mrs. D. P. Brantley went to
Raton on her husband's Damon
Brantley land business which
II head of Dairy cows,
she has to look after as he is
Heifers, fresh
4
still in France.
steers,
soon,
2
7 yearling Heifers. 4 yearling
Miss Letha Lenox visited Miss
S calves 6 months old, Ethel Elek Monday night.
steers,
4 spring calves.
Miss Cecil Barnes had a party
at her home Tuesday night.
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Farm Mach'nery
"Champion" grain binder,
6 shovel

"Monmouth-"- '

culti-rato- r,

riew, "Case" do. new
wiggletail,
"Emerson"
International" corn planter,
P & 0.. disc plow, all nearly new
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Household Goods
Kerosene oil stove with steam
"Cypher rot-aircooker,
Incubator, new.

The Dawson mines worked
four days last week and there is
a pretty good, out look for five
days work this week.
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Free Lunch at r.oon,
your own drinking c jps.
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Serví ce by experienced

Fast Time J.
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Ever So Humble
rops nt on lemien wlngi
heat
in hopefes loiiKing. The pent-uof unspent love fevws the- dtsplrltwl
houI.
Thi mind's eye narrows its

Bs a Cood Loser.
IVm't bo afraid of heins o tlw lo;p- lng side. Defeat In a good- mase ft
infinitely better tliiin helping t win ft
victory for a chumo 1u which ym Uto
not believe. Stand by your convtetlonv
One who surrenders them in order to
win is really on the losing side.
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sweetly bitíer; demaMIie. beat
Angu
of a, ''Juiwnrast heart.. A veil,paBs
overt iho world amdt afsoiia Is goo.
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Sucht Is honieskkne-ss.- .
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ItV very easy to use. AajrK'
me can be sure of a perfect tfw-i- 1
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In the Foster Block, Roy,
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OFFERS YOU A NEW STOCK OF GEMERAL
MERCHANDISE .AT FAIR rRICES
The Bom Prttervixg Varm'ih. '
X7a baT! rtnA f,i.ronfrMk..it in
DVII PIIU jwatnmM
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waterproof color aad clear
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We Buy Butter, and Eggs
At Highest Market Prices
Hides, Pelts and all Farm and Ranch Produce.

Hardware
i

C U. Strang, County

Cow-plet-

Treasuw,

Tom.

J. Taylor, Abstractor

I

Groceries
Di y Goods, Slioes

Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
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wr. I'bey are most loi,
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Mora, New Mexico
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Cheering the- - heroes doesn't1
tile victory.
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MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

on the famuy taoie.
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The New Store

:
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VICTORY LIBERTY

Ready-to-We-

Titles to Landa in the Mora Grant are beingj
straightened out and we are also prepared;
to furnish Abstracta on these Lands.
WE HAVE
Al
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Promptness ncd AOClirxr
Hnipeatfully Sili'i-.

us dlsimtohod wtth

Clothing
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WE SOLICT YOUR PATRONAGE

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

Matters entrusted to
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Hard to Classify.
Win your fifth service stripe in
1V'eU,
Coming AutlMU
tiew arc
LIberiy Loan.
sort of botwixt. ami betwee s. They
ore too soi4ihl for nouson-nverses
The Yanks are wonctorful boys, but
and tos nni!iiínl for teenslblo
versji;s.''i-Bnst:f- fl1
Etening Tdwiscrlpt. they can't swim home.
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making
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best
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fnrtinn when the cheese and coffee ere
wwserved. Nothing can take the
tabíú First.
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You ordered Victory. I'ay the"
Life's Minor, Worries.
,
Frequently a woman, swirrles ateiit prlee.
over the qmwtdoa of call'iigyon
Lend again and make it a Paid Up
mjher v.oumn wJloi ülpsn't
In
Paace.
Man least whether allK1 nlls or oojt.
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dreria Hour like a feast. For tUc
tiny toddlers there is a varied
menu, . sometimes Uneeda Biicult
and mils, ooiuetlnies Gruham Crackers. Oatwal Crackers or Lunch Biscuit. Tttis 'is changed oa special
occasions tg'Jld Time Sugar Cookies orilNewtons and,, rarest of
HH.fid'tti,e days wftcn wc had
atu and Nablsce,. and thosa
wi;f( our rarty days.
'Dón't. think my fconr is Just a
world 'lunch hour. It started us happily,
n
twwwVjn us sure they
for
day for
feed
"nnst
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was tbere to make a sketch of
Luncheon was Just over, and
sftw was talking to a little knot of
wsrne. The first jpf ds I heard, as
Uqw,etly intoaybv eat.were
"ftatíoMl Biscuit," VallinKjoi-mtf'"'"ich-mt- a
wr owu tasty
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I liked herjj1"
n, my pen
as
and ears.
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"The T,' sir."
"Doesn't cost you a cent. dor ft?"
"No, sir."
There was another pause, and the
boy's face was redder and his expression softer. Then :
"If you don't mind, sir, I'd like-- to
see that letter again."
Without a word he took It from the
officer's hand, tore it once across, and
dropping It Into the basket made his
salute, turned on his heel and walked

George Cochrane, Keepers

tilLOAN-1

LLX izl LLl
VICTORY LIBERTY
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Finally:
"Where did you get this letter?"
"The 'Y,' sir."
"Who gave you the paper?"
"The 'Y,' sir."
"It's warm and cozy, and something
like home there, Isn't It?"
"Yes, sir."
"Where do you get your cigarettes,
candy, et;.?"
x
"The 'Y, sir."
"You're always sure offiwling what
you want there?"

The Mills Perdieron Horse Company,

01
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You Don't have to wait for the
money. It is waiting lor you

Roy- -

Wednesday,.

MomMy,

breeds-eac-
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$12.5CPfbr Season. Irapregnator

Brin?

heifer

13 miles Northeast of

Service Reserved

3

Wanted:
A man with team to remove South Western Farm Mtg. Co.
P. J. Conklin, Mgr. Roy N. M
large dirt pile by contract.
S.
Brown
7.
Attend the sale of Claude
Hand stock at his ranch May 28,
Cattle For Sale
1 milk cow8 with calves
d

tjpJ.

C
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"No, sir."
Then there was a short pause, In
which the captain studied the ' boy
and the boy set his Jaw stubbornly.

"Yes, sir."
"You go to the movies and a real
show occasionally?"
"Yes, air."
''
"Who runs them?"

To insure Colt to Teat
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F.O. WHITE, Auctioneer

feSr

Farm, 2 miles West and 6 milesNorthicf ROY,

320 Acres

USUAL TERMS- :- C months
Sfime without interest, 12 percent
Zz')7i date if not paid when due,
Í0 per 0 off for cash over $10. CO

m

S11 Season of 1919

taken to prevent aceidents butrcwll nat' be- - respon-sibParting with, r removinfrmare from Úú BeÍhbor!iúod frafeiíts insu:
should any occur.
fopisaiiae,
5 miles f om Roy, a level anee and season becomes due and payable at once, mane standing

road, Fenced, nearly all plow
land, Spring will water 50
Near Red River
head.
breaks, PRICE, $7.50 per.
office.
Inquire at the
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Recorded, Perdieron Society of America, No;. 101778.
Color, Black, white star in face. Foaled UTay 4, 1311, BrecL
by ML Hubert, Dept. of Orne, France.
Best TON STALLION In New Mexico. LicenceNo.

FOR SALE; -- a good FARM Saturday, at

other articles.

twa-yr-ol-

Registered French Perdieron SMIiori,

d

two-yr-ol- d
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sation that, followed:
"Did you write this letterr -Tes, sir."
"Bead It ovei is there anything
there you'd like to change before It
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